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Smith & Machinist,
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Housekeepers

Electro-Silicon

Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.
Address,
LAUNDRESS,

Care Democrat Office,

South Paris.

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers In

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work. Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.

Complete Supply

for

Mason».

»OLTtt PAKIS. Mb'. Telephone Connection

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings s„'L

High G'ade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepiî and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

es or oxen are as
their owners and

willing to work as
they areas much

are

the
Thorough Tillage Necessary.
better for the exercise of their muscles
the soil,
Tu
are
«et the best results from
than
to
train
t alves are easier
youny
is absolutely necessary.
colts, and a farm buy is less likely to thorough tillage
is a
man
one
Thorough tillage for
lose his head wirii a pair of steers than
from what another
te η 'g to develop ferent proposition
w ith a colt that i» t iir·
of
There ought to be more farmer considers adequate working*
a speedy gait.
One farmer uses the best tools
oxen
on some of our farms.—A. W. the soil.
obtainable, and puts on all the h«*rse
t'heever iu New England Farmer.
force them through
power necessary to
the earth at the proper depth. Ht is
Another Fair Association Launched.
not content with going over the gro.ind
mus; be
so many times, but the ground
and the humus
CE.NTBAL MAINE To HAVE ITS ANNUAL thoroughly pulverized
and
effectively mixed with the upper
FAIS.
earth
lower boil. The hard particles of
until the
must be broken and ground
between
At Waterville recently, the Central plant roots are able to penetrate
necesthe
Maine Fair Association was duly organ- the tine particles and absorb
uin
maxin
the
make
ized and with a spirit of enthusiasm sary plant growth to
farmwhich if maintaiued, will iusure its suc- yield of stock and seed. Another
to
Backed by the officers of the er who works just as hard, but fail,s
cess
that are not
Electric Koad trom Waterville to Oak- manage so well, uses tools
in hand. The
land, the citizens of Waterville worked appropriate to the work
or harrow or
out a most complete organization, cov- draft on a deep cultivator
a terrible bugbear to
ering portions of Kennebec, Waldo and other pulverizer is
the work
Somerset counties. The enthusiasm of him; his horses are light and
he sets the
Waterville men was contagious and if worries him. Consequently
to run easier, the work is
every section had as much enterprise implements
is short of help
and zeal the State would increase rapid- not done thoroughly, he
into the ground
ly. Mr. Norman J. Fuller of Winslow and hurries the seed
presided, facing an audience which must without proper preparation.
of the
he
The tirst man gets a big yield
have pleased Mayor Davie when
with him is
delivered his address of welcome, In best of its kind, and farming
harvests
which the charms of the Kennebec val- a pleasure; while his neighbor
of poor quality and life
ley, the beauties of Waterville and the an inferior crop
conis a burden. T"ie reason for these
possibilities of the fa.r were happily
understands,
blended. The constitution adopted is ditions is that the one man
results he must
the most elaborate of any in the state. he realizes that to obtain
Membership for life is tixed at $1, and apply the proper principles intelligently
The officers and forcefully at the proper time. At·
large numbers joined.
a matter
tention to details is with him
elect are:
ftesident. E. P. Mayo, Waterville; of business, realizing their importance,
time and attensecretary, Elmer E. Smith, Winslow; and gives the necessary
are carried out.
treasurer, C. Guy Hume, Shawmut.— tion to see that they
lie prefers to work one field thoroughly
Maine Farmer.
to a half-hearted, slipshod
in

dif-

preference
of slithering over a great deal
tillage the points to be manner
and busimore
ground. Hie experience
especially emphasized are deep and
him that it
have
taught
acumen
ness
with a>any
thorough tillage before planting and
to do so. The trouble
shallow but thorough tillage after plant- pays
and think too
read
that
is
they
farmers
fall
in the exing. Heavy soils are improved by
little, they are conservative a man to
plowing aud leaving the txw^e rough
for such
difficult
is
It
treme.
durfor exposure to the action oi frost
He understands
the adopt new methods.
ing the winter. Harrowing after
of doing things and considers
old
the
way
ami
of
time
waste
fall plowing is a
innovation just as much foolishr ess.
besides
preventing the verj an
energy,
—Farm Stock Journal.
In

regard

to

condition desired.—Maine Farmer.

If you have any milk to spare feed il
to your hene. It will pay in egge.

but Beverley soon suspected tl tt
a "tralllc In hah," ae the terrible bu-tlness had been named, was going on.
Savages came In from far away with
scalps yet scarcely dry dangling at
their belis.
It made the young Virginian's blood chill in his heart, and
he regretted that he had given Hamilton his parole of honor not to attempt
to escape.

oners,

Fruit Marketing and Storage.
*«W>4^3*4HfcHêHîMlHWHfr^
Some of the most preening and important questions relating to the fri\it inH"î f
y4"i«P
dustry are those that grow out of the
.present tendency in horticulture to proit
duce each fruit in that section where

MA1NK.
SOUTH PARIS,
"SFLKD THIS PLOW."
steam en
Manufacturer of general machinery,anil tools.,
,'lties, mill work, spoolliesmachinery
drille made and
and
bolts, set screw·, tape,
and threshlrg ma
CorreettoD'Icuee on practical agricultural topic· can be grown best or to mature at ι cerrepaired. Sewing. mowing
kinds, presses, guns, pisle aohi lUM
A.UIrvri· all communications In
tain desired time, even though that lochines, pumps of all
re
and
promptly
etc., neatly
tcnile<l for thl» department tu Hknkt I>.
tols, knives, traps,
be thousands of miles from the
done to or 1er
Kdltor Osfonl l>em· cality
Agricultural
1Ι\ν*·>Νΐ>,
Steam and water piping
paired.
market where the product will b· conocrat, Parle, Me.
sumed. These problems may be characL Ilk. Κ Γ U. ΓΑ UK.
as those relating to marketing
for
Farms
Oxen on New England
and storage. Their solution lies at the
Licensed Auctioneer,
foundation of development of important
Work and for Beef.
M A INK.
SOUTH PARIS,
export trade in fruits, and is hardly of
Terms M o< I craie.
less moment in connection with,'that
IHK OLl> AMI Til Κ l'KKSKNT METHODS OK
portion of the crop which is usjd at
nisau λ ρ\κκκκ.
ADVANTAGES OK IS- home.
DRIVING OX K.N
at l.aw,
Counsellor»
and
Attorneys
Some of the questions involved are
INS OX Γ Κ A MS.
MAINE.
Kl'MEORD EALLS,
with regard to the best methods of hardepartment.
Collection
A Special
grading and transporting each
Ralph T. Parke:
While I like a burse team for doing vesting^
itcorw I». Blsliee,
with reference to
tbe time fruit,
believe
1
work
farm
all
uearly
its safe and economical delivery at its
/I L. BUCK,
has come when more oxen could be desired destination; also with regard to
kept on New England farms with protit the suitability of the variety, packing
Surgreon Dentist,
The advent of the mow- ami
to the owners.
package, to the needs of the conΜ Λ IN Κ.
PARIS,
to
SOUTH
ing machine probably did more
sumers, who are to be the purchasers if
change the fashion from oxen to horses profitable trade is to be built up. these
All my best work warranted.
on the farm than any other one thing.
questions are of especial importance in
The sulky plow I suppose is also man- connection with the export trade, nud a
Κ ». Ρ JONES.
behind
driver
the
for
aged more easily
series of experimental shipments -s beDentist,
horses than with ordinary trained oxen,
made to obtain light upon *hese
so well
sometimes
are
latter
the
though
«A,NK
points.
NORWAY,
"broken that they behave as well draw- I
Through these experiments, which have
to 4.
t >®ce Hour»—* to 13—1
ing such implements as will ordinary been conducted on a commercial scale,
horse teams.
chiefly through the ordinary channels of
WOOD BURT. A.M., M.D.,
I once knew a farmer who never kept trade, it has been demonstrated tlnrt the
I
a horse but did all his farm work with
Bartlett pear, a choice but perishable
his
so
Physician & Surgeon,
oxen, even to the cultivating of
fruit, of which there is frequently
to
MAIN*.
as
cornfields. By training both oxen
a surplus in our eastern states
SOUTH PARIS,
large
one
work
work in single yoke he would
where the
Street.
to depress prices to a point
Office and residence, 12 High
rest
the
his
in the forenoon and the other
producer receives little return foi
of the day. In this way he claimed that
» SUIT a.
labor, can be successfully and
Atthe two would do more work in a dav
shipped iu refrigeration across th^
than a horse would be able to do. He lantic and sold at prices that yield a
Attorney at Law,
MAINS
would lay as straight a furrow with
NORWAY,
good net advance over home value. and
oxen, either as a pair or single, as one
Collection· a β|>β 'alty
Elberta peaches from Georgia
! lor ne Blockcould with the steadiest pair of horses.
and several varieties of sumConnecticut,
The only drawback to his method of mer
KKK1CK A PARK,
from Delaware can be andapples
lie
when
doing his teamwork was that
ed in London in prime condition when
Attorneys at Law,
had got a pair well traiued and used to the climatic conditions at time of AhipMAINS.
to
disliked
liis work and ways, he
change ment are favorable; and they are likely
SBTHEL,
Ellerf C. Park
them for a new pair, and he sometimes to meet with
A·, dton E. Herrlck.
good demand at fair prices.
a dozwere
till
of
oxen
they
kept a yoke
It is gratifying to note that commerso
theu
not
were
old.
en years
They
cial shippers are following the work of
J .»HN 3. HARLOW,
easily fattened, nor were they quite as the department along these lines #vith
animals.
be
as
would
salable
younger
Attorney at Law,
keen interest, and preparing to makii exBut oxen are beiug trained these days tensive
MAINE.
DIXriKLU,
shipments of such fruit ay are
to drive with Hues, and even by the
found capable of profitable liandlirg in
common method it is wonderful how
this way.
well they can be controlled bv trainers
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
A notable event of the year wa^ the
I
who understand teaching animals. The
of direct shipment» of
1 η the matter of
inauguration
In
Bankruptcy.
for
WILLIAM H.ROBINSON,
great drawback to the use of horses
winter apples to Paris through
American
Bankrupt. )
tarm work is the cost of replacing them
of the Disthe instrumentality of the department.
T«. the Ho.v CLiKKNCK Halk, Judge
1 hey are also more
w hen worn out.
for the District
As was anticipated from previous- Intrtct Court of the United states
than
and
lameness
subject to disease
of >lalner
vestigations made by the department, I
In the
Η. ROBINSON, of Paris,
are oxen, and when no longer lit to work
\1'ILLI\M
of Maine, In
russet varieties were found to have
» τ
County of Oxford, and State that on the their bodies are of u<> money value while
«aid District. respectfully represents
preference to red apples in that market,
as
a*
waa
in
value
duly
be
are
"x,>n
long
last
increasing
past,
jSth day of July,
and where sound and free from blemish
un>;er the Acts of Conor
from
in
increase
bankrupt
growth
weight
adjudged
they
were in good demand at high prices.
that he has duly
gress relating to Bankruptcy;
condition of fatness.
and rights of
The opportunity to develop trade in 'his
surrendered all his property
all the
on
with
of
beef
the
deciiue
Since
making
has
compied
fully
line appears excellent.—Secretary Wilproperty, and
and of the orders of
the free pasturage of the government
requirements of said Act·
J
son's
Report.
his
t>ankruptcy.
Court touching
lands the prospect brightens for the
decreed
Where'ore ht· prays. That hé maybe
all
eastern farmer owning good pasturage
a full discharge from
have
to
Feeds.
Court
the
Grain
by
Hints on Buying
under said
lands or easily worked soil for growing j
debts provable against his estate
debts as are
The inspection of feeding stuffs durBankruptcy Acta, except such
crops. If oue likes dairy work
forage
such discharge.
from
law
has brought to notice
excepted by
A. D. 1903.
and will perfect himself in the best ing the past winter
Dated this 30th day of November.
A
a number of common adulterations.
WILLIAM H. ROBINSON.
better
will
cows
I
methods
pay
presume
Bankrupt. I
detected bv
in milk or butter and cheese than will few of these can be readily
if he will make a careful
steers grown especially for beef, buta the purchaser
ORDER OK A'Ο TIC Κ THEREOF.
and sotoie
a large examination of the material,
do
oxeu
can
of
as.
youug
pair
District ο» Μλιχκ,
ones are described in a
on readamount of work on a farm, provided of the principal
<>n this l:*h dav of I>ec.. A. D. l'JUi.
It Is—
recent pamphlet of the Rhode island
ing the foregoing petition.
be had I they are well caret! for and well worked,
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
A. D. ; without injuring them in the least as station.
on the *th day of dan
same
the
upon
The usual adulterant of cottonseed
in said Die- ; beef
I 'd. before said Court at Portland,
producers. Mr. F. F. Fiske of New
and that nothe seed. This adultrict. at lf> o'clock In the forenoon;
whose naine is familiar t«» meal is the hull of
DemoHampshire,
oxford
the
In
tlee thereo· lie published
District, and
Farmer readers, has in years past fed η terant was formerly easily distinguished
erat, a new-paper printed In nald
but now the
In ;
that all known creditors, and other persous
working oxen tor beef, often by the black appearance,
and pNce, £reat many
are so finely ground together with
hulls
holiInterest, may appear at the -aid time
the
at
the
selling
fancy prices during
and show cau-e. If any they have, why
waste cottonseed that they can be recoguot be granted.
season, and he long ago learned that
prayer of said petitioner should the Court, That day
nized
in
better
only with great difficulty.
his
cattle
ordered
further
by
he
could
is
could
It
And
keep
known credGluten feed has been sometimes s>ld
the Clerk shall send by mall to all
health and have them gaiu faster when
aditor* copies of said petition and this order,
meal. As the meal contains
residence as I worked moderately than if allowed to as gluten
dresned to them at their places of
cent more protpin
Excicise is needed bv from eight to ten per
1 be entirely idle.
»tate< I.
Halk. Ju'ige
should be sure that
Wline-s the Hon. Clarksce
iu order to have good health, than the feed, one
animals
all
Portat
thereof,
meal.
of the said Court, and the seal
of Dec.,
and especially is this true during the lie is really obtaining gluten
land, In said District, on the l:th dav
animals also Gluten meal is a homogeneous, yellow,
A. D. lyuS.
Growing
period.
growing
!
substauce, and its general
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
L.s.J
pay better for the food consumed than granular
different from that
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
those that have reached maturity, appearance is quite
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Attest
tor this reason there is more protit to of the feed.
In one case dried distillers' grains
be derived from oxen if they are sold for
NOTICE.
Judged
were being sold ;is gluten meal.
beef at a comparatively early age.
States for the
distillers' grains àre
In the District Court of the United
It used to be the custom with manv by the analysis, the
the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
farmers to sell a yoke of oxen every vear as valuable as the gluten meal, yet
)
In the matter of
sold as a gluIn Bankruptcy.
and have a pair of steers coming on to fact that they were being
PHILBROoK,
DANA
It would
of B<-thel Bankrupt )
beef brings a ten meal constituted a fraud.
Phi.brook In take their place. When
To the creditors of Dana C.
easy enough to have distinaforesaid
price the work done by oxen on have beenthem
paying
the County of < tatftwd and district
from gluten feed, but*to
the 12th dav of
a tarm may really cost the owner but guished
Notice I- hereby given that on
C. Phllbrook
sell them as gluten meal was even tnwre
less
cost
much
Dec A. D. lytâ, the said Dana
Ox
little.
yokes
very
aud that the llrst
was duly adjudicated )>ankrupt,
Distillers' grains are ιηικ-ΐι
than horse harnesses. A good yoke may absurd.
be held at the
meeting of his creditors will
darker than gluten feed, and for the reathe 3lst
little
un
with
Paris,
aud
South
man's
lifetime
in
a
last
very
House,
Court
feed is made entirely of
D. 1!«8. at 10 o'clock
day of l>ecember, A. wldch time the said cost for repairs. Farmers used to claim son that gluten
at
and the distillers' grains of
In the forenoon,
it
cost less to feed an ox than a corn refuse,
that
claims,
their
may attend, prvve
creditors
can be
the
bankrupt, horse because the latter must have grain. a mixture of cereals, the two
appoint a trustee, exaiuto"
as
the barley hulls wh-ch
may
and transact such other business
I would make no such claim, for I be- distinguished by
meeting.
distillers' grains but
properly come before said
lieve it will pay to feed some grain to are found in the
South Paris, Dec. IHh, 1'Αΰ.
t
UEO. A. WILSON,
cattle every day. Oxen need a balanced not in the feed.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Some of the "mixed feeds" for.-nd
ration as much as do cows or any other
be
to
have been found
animal. Farm animals generally are fed upon the market
A guaranty is readulterated.
our
in
were
grossly
than
now
much better
they
ΛΌΤΗΈ.
iu Rhode Island for this class*of
grandfather's day. Then grain was quired if
States for
not composed solely of pure
In the District Court of the l'nlte«l
never fed to neat stock till a few goods,
almost
bran and middlings, and it is
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
wheat
I
have
beef.
for
before
weeks
killing
In the matter of
)
the manufacturers
/i» Uankruptcg.
known farmers to feed their cattle iu proposed to see that
•JESSE L. EDWARDS,
kind of and dealers comply with the requireof Welchvllle, Bankrupt.)
the
but
winter
nothing
poorest
Edwards In
To the creditors of Jesse L.
ments of the law.
aforesaid:
swamp hay, the straw of grain, and corn
the County of < >χ ford und district
If coarsely ground, the hulls, corncob,
of
stover that stood in the tield till the
Notice la hereby given that on the lith day
1.. Edwards
used in adulterating "mixed feeus"
December, A. 1>. 1INS, the said Jesse
corn was dry enough to husk and put iu etc..
rirst
the
that
and
be dectected bv taking a
was duly adjudicated bankrupt.
the bin. Were I to keep cattle iu that may usually
the Court
imettiig <>f his .·rt*<lit- .rs will ϋυ held at
of the feed and spreading
handful
small
on
of
l>ec.,
called
be
to
31st
the
should
1
on
>lay
now
expect
House, '.n South l'art·»,
way
at which
it in a thin layer upon the palm of the
with
a long
of
the
A. D. Γ.1Χ1, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon",
an
society
agent
by
their
tluie the sal<l creditors may attend, prove
hand; if finely ground, however, * he
name.
claims, appoint .i trustee, examine the bankrupt
to distinguish. If
one farmer who corncob is difficult
ad may properthan
more
recall
business
1
can
other
such
transact
anil
will appear'as
had to call in neighbors in spring to help hulls are present they
ly come before sal<t meeting.
much lighte^iu
South Paris, l>ec. 14, 1UU3.
on to their feet, small, shiny particles,
bis
cows
of
some
lift
G KO. \. WILSON,
color than the brown particles of the
Referee In bankruptcy.
they being too feeble to get up alone.
case care must be taken
''Hornail" was a common disease in bran. In this
the germ of the wheat
those days, but we seldom hear of it not to coufuse
To
the hull, for the germ is oue of the
now, nor of "tail sickness" which was with
is
parts of the feed. Its color
Send your address on a poxtal for our sp eel»
equally common among poorly fed ani- valuablelike
that of the hulls, its Iwgh
if
a liberal trial quantity of
auil
offers
farm
auimals,
most
nearly
think
1
mals.
premium
of
giving it a glossy appearthey could know the history of the race, contentThefat
hulls, however, are hard and
would feel glad that they were born in ance.
but the germs are
valmodern times siuce farmers have learn- not easily broken,
(he famous «liver polish use·I by owuers of
nnd
uable *11v. rwar·* all over the world.
ed of better ways of treating the ani- soft and can be split easily.—Mirror
"Silicon." to CI'ff Street, New York.
mals uuder their care. Well used hors- Farmer.
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Treat the hens kindly. If you
get at some other business*.

love them

ALICE of OLD
VINCENNES

H

By MAURICE THOMPSON
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fitting his

ΑΗιν. as mmju as she saw M. Kousslllou. lit torl'ii a cry of sympathetic endearment ami tiling herself toward liii;i
with open arms. Sim could not rear
around liis groat shoulders, lint sh
did her best to include the whole bulk.
l'apa! 1 apa Koussillon!" she chirruped betweeu the kisses that she
showered upon bis weather beaten
face.
Hamilton and Farnsworth regarded
the scene with curious and surprised
M. Koussillon began speakInterest.
ing rapidly, but being a Frenchman
lie could nt»t get on well with liU
tongue whll.* bis hands were tied. He
could sbrug uis shoulders; that helped

tiiiu some.
"1 am to be shot, ma petite," be pathetically ; ιόwled In bis deep bass
»oio.·: "slioi like a dog at sunrise to-

morrow."

Alice kissed M. Housslllon's rout;
cheek cnee more and sprang to her
feet facing .iainllton.
jt sucli a fiend and brute
"You are
as to kill I
pa Koussillon," she cried.

"Why do yo.i want to Injure my poor,
tcood papa';"
"1 believe you are the young lady
that stole tl.e Hag?" Hamilton remarked. smiling ν on tempt uously.

She looked at biui with u swift flash
of indignation as ho uttered these
words.
*1 am unt a thief. I eoukl not steal
what was my own. I help d to make
that flag, li was na.'.icd after me. 1
You
took it because it was mine.

understand me. monsieur."
"Tell where it is and your father's
life will be spared."
She glanced at M. Koussillon.
"No, Alice." said lie with a pathetically futile effort to make a tine ges-

ture. "don't do it. 1 am brave enough
You would not have me act
to die.
the coward."
No onlooker would have even remotely suspected the fact that M. Koussillon had chanced to overhear a conversation between Hamilton and Farnsworth. in 1 hieh Hamilton stated that
he really < d not intend to hurt M.
K< i:->>lllou in a/iy event: lie merely purposed to humiliate the "big wind bag!"
"Ah. no; let me die bravely for hon-

I fear death far less than
r/s sake.
disbuiior! They can shoot mo. my little
one. but t ♦.;·>* cannot break my proud
spirit." He tried to strike his breast
over his heart.
as well to
"IVrlsaps it would be
let liini bo shot." said Hamilton grulfly.
"1 don't
and with dry indifference.
fancy that he's of much value to tin?
coiiiiuiiniiy at best. He'll make a good
target fur a squad, and we need an ex-

ample."

"Do you mean it? You ugly English
brute. Would you murder him?" She
stamped lier toot.
"Not if ! g*t that flag between now
and suntiov n. Otherwise I shall cerr

■

:—c—r

Ιίο -i-iiiton. η guard of honor,
ilicial dignity, n corporal
and two in. ii. The honorable uinyor
of this important city should not go
alone npon so Important an errand. He
with Μ

/r

1

!

hav<> his attendants."
"Permit me to go myself and got
It." said Alice. "I can do It quickly.
May I. please, monsieur?"
Hamilton looked sharply at her.
"Why. ce.talnly, mademoiselle, certainly. Cap.ain Faros worth, you will
escort the young lady."
"It is not necessary, monsieur."
"Oil. yes. it is necessary, my dear
young lady, very necessary; so let's
I'll try to
not have further words.
entertain his honor, the mayor, while
I feel sure,
you go and get the flag.
mademoiselle, that you'll return with
But you must
It in a few minutes.
not go alone."
Alice set forth Immediately, and
Farnswortii. try as hard as he would,
could never reach her side, so swift
must

perious severity:

the

flag?"

"Why, isn't It there?"

"No, you see It Isn't there! Where
is it?"
The priest stood as If dumfouuded,
gazing into tlie vacant spHce um-overed

you?"

The governor

,,
rubbed his forehea

trying to reeol.· <-t.
••lie struck me." lie presently said

with difliculty. "He hit me with his
flst. Where—where is he?"

taίn'y have him shot. It Is nil In your
Lund*. mat .noiseUe. Υοιι can tell mv
Hamilton smiled
where tli.· i: \ii is."
again witli exquisite cruelty.
l'unis worth stood by gazing upon
lier presAlice in open admiration.
ence lirai power in it to wliicli he was

very susceptible.
"You look lik«? a low, dishoiiorable,
soulless tyrant." she said to Hamilton,
"and if you got my flag how shall I
know that you will keep your iiroinise
and let l'a pa Iioussillon go free?"
"I aui Hurry to say that you will
have to trust uie, unless you'll take
Captain Farnsworth for security. The
captain is a gentleman. 1 assure you.
Will you stand good for my veracity

and sincerity. Captain Farnsworth?"
The young man smiled and bowed.
Alice felt the Irony, and her perfectly
frank nature preferred to trust rather
than distru.-i the sincerity of others.
She lookid .it Farnsworth. who smili 1

encouragingly.
"The flag is under Father Bent's
iid.
floor." she
"Under tbo church floor?"
•"No. utidiT the floor of his house."
"Where is his house?"
She gave full directions how to reach

It.

"Untie tlie prisoner." Hamilton
dered. and it was quickly done. "M.
Boussillon, 1 congratulate y-u upon
Co to the priest's
your narrow escape.
bouse, monsieur, and bring me that
ting. It would be well, 1 assure you.
not to b? very long about it. Captain
ttard
Fttrtrnvorti:. yo'i w II s ml a
or-

"That big French idiot—that llouselllon. Co after 1dm. take ldin. shool
him—quick! I have been stunned. I
don't know how long he's been gone.
Give the alarm-do something!'
Hamilton, as lie gathered his wits
together, began to foam with rage, and
his passion gave his bruised and swollen face a terrible look.
The story was short and may be
ouicklv told. M. Kousslllon had taken
advantage of the first moment when
he and Hamilton were left alone. One
herculean buffet, a swinging smash of
his enormous list on the polut of the
governor's jaw. and then he walked out
of the fort unchallenged, doubtless 011
account οΓ his lordly and masterful air.
"Ziff!"' he exclaimed, shaking hiinsi if
and lifting his shoulders when lie had
passed beyond hearing of the sentinel
"Ziff! 1 can punch a
at the gate.
L'ood stiff Stroke yet. M. le Gouverneur.
Ali ziff!" and he blew like a porpoise.
Every effort was promptly made to
recapture M. Itoussillon. but his d sΛ<Μ'
appearance was absolute.
reward offered for his scalp by Hamilton only gave the Indians great trouble; they could uot llnd the man.
Such a beginning of his administration of affaire at Vincennes did uot put
He was
Hamilton Into a good humor
tt"d
overbearing and irascible at
under the Irritation of small hut ex

J**1·

ceedlngiy unpleasant experiences
made life well nigh unendurable

he

to

those upon whom his dislike chanced to
fall. Beverley quickly felt that It was
golus to be ver, dlffleult for■ Uu. .«a
Hamilton to get along agreeablj.
Helm It was quite dlffereut; smoking,

drinking, playing cards, telling good
stories—in a word, rude and uot lnfre
quently boisterous conviviality drew
him and the commandant together.
HOOD FARM
Under Captain Farnsworth's Immediate supervision the fort was soon In
repair and a large blockhouse
and comfortable quarters for the men
The Best Conditioner.
were built.
Ever}· day added to he
Make horses eat, expel worms, when fed as
of the works and to the Imdirected, increase the milk supply in cows, strength
of the post as a strategy pomake stock healthy, prevent sickness and portance
sition for the advance guard of ïhe
the
on
stock
gain,
distemper, heep young
hens lay, British army.
prevent and cure indigestion, make
the
Hamilton was ambitious to Prove
By Increasing the appetite and aiding
functions
the;
digestive and assimilative
himself conspicuously valuable to his
the
to
greatest
stock
of
get
kinds
all
enable
country. He was dreaming vast
possible benefit from feed consumed.
was run and
laying large plans. The
"My horse had scratches andCondition
down. I gave him Hood Farm
to gain
bet- were soon anxious
Powders and noticed a change for the
he
A. A. Govs, Montpe- and to bind them securely to Mm
ter in a tow days."

Condition Powders exïellenf

jlreams

'»di^

offered liberal pay in rum aud firelier, Vt.
Prices: 25c., 60c. and 91. A 36 lb. boi arms, blankets, trinkets and nmiminl
Co.,
Hood
I.
C.
sella for $5. Prepared by
He kept
I tlou for the scalps of rebels.
Lowell, Maaa. For sale by F. A. ShukttbWas secret ae possible from his prielxtf à Co., South Pari·, Me.

way and that, helplessly trying to escape from the clasp of a man, he did
to perfection what a priest is supposed
Indeed,
to be the least fitted to do.
considering his age and leaving his vocation out of the reckoning, his performance was amazing. It is not certain that the blow dealt upon Govern-

"Oh, Father Hcrit! Help mc!"
uow thoroughly exasper-

to look upon the French
i
inhabitants of Vineennes as all like
M. Houssillon and Uene—but waiting
for an opportunity to strike him unalie increased liis military vigwares.
ilance, ordered the town patrolled day
ii id night, and forbade public gatherings of the citizens, while at the same
time lie forced them to fur»:;!: !:!^i a

I irge amount of provisions.
1
\\ hen little Adrienne Bourcier Le
of Item 's terrible act. followed by his
gucccssful escape to the woods and of

(he tempting reward offered by Hamilton for his scalp, she ran to Houssillon
place well nigh crazed with excitement.
She had always depended upon Alice
for advice, encouragement and comfort

in lier troubles, but in the present case
there was not much that her friend
could do to cheer lier. \\ ith M. Itoussillon and Rene both fugitives, trac!;< d
by wily savages, a price on their heads,
while every day added new dangers to
the French inhabitants of Vineennes,
be taken
no rosy view could possibly
Alice did her best,
of the situation.
to
strengthen her little
however,
friend's faitli in a happy outcoinc. She

Americans will be sure to drive Hamilhim.
ton out of Vineennes or capture
far
Probably they are not so very
tiiem
away now. and Uene may join
and come back to help punish these
brutal Englishmen. Don't you wish he
Adrienne? Wouldn't it be ro

would.

mantle?'"
"He's

armed:

I

know

that," said

Utile.
Adrienne. brightening
he's brave. Alice; brave as can be. He
other
canie right hack into town the
night and got his gun and pistols. Ile
was at our house, too. and. oli"—
She burst outcrying again. Adrienne's
•simple heart could not grasp the romantic criterion with which Alice was
Her mind
wont to measure action.
was
impulsive, narrow and di-

single,

rect

a

in all its movements.

She loved,

hated, desired, caressed, repulsed not
for any assignable reason more soiid
or more luminous than "because." She
adored Uene and wanted him near her.
"Why couldn't he be quiet and do as
did?"
your man. Lieutenant Beverley,
she cried in a sudden change of mood,
the tears streaming down lier cheeks.
"Lieutenant Beverley surrendered and
took the consequences. He didn't kill
somebody and run off to be hunted like

No wonder you're happy,
bear.
Alice. I'd be happy, too, if Uene were
here and came to spend half of every
day with me. I"—
"Why, what a silly girl you are!"
Alice exclaimed, her face reddening
prettily. "How foolish you prattle!
I'm sure I don't trouble myself about
What put such
Lieutenaut Beverley.
head,
into
nonsense
your
absurd
a

Adrienne?"

"Because, that's what, and you know
it's so tot*. You love him just as much
as I love Uene, and that's just all the
love in the world, ami you needn't
deny it, Alice Uoussillon!"
Alice laughed and hugged the wee,
brown faced mite of a girl until she

almost smothered her.
It was growing dusk wlieu Adrienne
left Houssillon place to go home. The
wind cut Icily across the commons and
moaned as it whirled around the cabins

She ran briskly,
cattle sheds.
fear
muffled in a wrap, partly through
had gone
and partly to keep warm, and
was
two-thirds of her way when she
the arms
brought to an abrupt stop by
and
of a man. She screamed sharply,
and

All

Stuffed Up

That's the condition of many sufferers
from caturrli, especially in the morningGreat difficulty is experienced in clearing the haad and throat.
No wonder catarrh causes headache,
impairs the taste, smell and hearing,
stompollutes (he breath, deranges the
ach and affecte the appetite.
To euro catarrh, treatment must be
constitutional—alterative and tonic.

•Ί was afflicted with catarrh. I took
medicines of dilierent kinds, giving each
until
a fair trial; but gradually grew worse
I cntild Ivir'lJy hoar, taste or smell. I the;·,
concludcu to try Hood's Sarsaparllia, and
after taking five bottln I was cured and
have nul !ι id any return of the disease
since." KitigxB I'oruks, Lebanon, Kan.

Hood's SarsapariUa

Cures catarrh—it. soothes and strengthbaildl
ens the mucous nenbrune and
up (he whole system.

TI1E
sionnry

came

worth dlil not tell Hamilton or any
other person about what the priest hail
don·», but nursed his sore ribs uml his
wrath, waiting patiently for the tv
veru'o thnt he meant soon to tak··.

Alice heard from Adrienne the story
of Farnsworth's conduct anil his hit
miliating discomfiture at the hands oi
Father Beret. She was both indignant
and
delighted, sympathizing with
Adrienne and glorying in the ι riest's

me,

tions.
Hamilton and Helm were, as usual,
playing cards at the former's quartern
when a guard announced that Mile
Iloussillon wished an audi nee with
the governor.
"Bring the K'irl in." said Hamilton
throwing down his cards and scowling

darkly.

"Now

you'd

be

better

wise

as

s

dove," remark"There Is something up. and

serpent and gentle

as

a

ed Helm.
that gunshot we heard awhile ago
may have a good deal to do with it. At
any rate, you'll iiml kindness your best
card to play with Alice Itoiissillon just
at the present stage of the game."
(if course the· knew nothing of what
had happened to Farnsworth. but they
had been discussing the strained rela

a prayer or a blessing.
"(Jet the flag, then!" raged Farnsworth, in whose veins the heat ol' liquor
was aided by an unreasoning choler.
"I cannot." said Father Beret.
"Then tyke the consequences!"
Farnswoath lifted his sword, not to
thrust, but to strike with its flat side,
and down it flashed with a
noisy
whack. Father Ik-ret flung out an am
It
and deftly turned the blow aside.
was done so easily that Farnswort'-i
sprang back glaring and surprised.
"You old fool!" he cried, leveling hi*
weapon for a direct lunge. "You de ν

during

vigorous pugilistic achievement.
"Well." she remarked, with one of
"so far
her infectious trills of laughter,

the French have the best of it, any
l'apa Roussillon knock; d ihc
way.
governor's cheek nearly off. then Ren··
cracked the Irish corporal's head, and
Ca<»taln
now Father Beret has taught
Farnsworth a lesson in fisticuffs tint
he'll not soon forget. If the good work
we shall
can only go on a little longer
see every English soldier in Vincennes
wearing the mark of a Frenchman's
ln-r mood suddenly
Then
blow."
changed from smiling lightn 'ss to alil:
most tierce gravity, and she add
if
Captain
Bourcier,
"Adrienne
Farnsworth ever oilers to treni me as
he did you. mark my words, I'll kill
You
Indeed 1 will!
him—kill him!

ilish hypocrite!"
It was then that Father Beret tume
deadly pale and swiftly crossed .him
Ills face looked as if he suv.
self.
something Just beyond his adversary.
Possibly this sudden change of expression caused Farnsworth to hesitate fo
a mere point of time. Then there was

"llrop

to see me!"
"But he won't dare touch you." said
with
Adrienne, looking at her fri 'iid
"lie knows
round, admiring eyes.
little and
very well that you are not
timid like me. Iie'il be afraid of you."
How I
"I wish lie would try it.
would love to shoot him into pie: es,
the hateful wretch! I wish he would."
The French inhabitants all. or nearly
all, felt as Alice did, but at present
not say
they were helpless and dared
or do anything against the English.
Nor was this feeling contiued to the
to
Creoles of Vincennes; it h.ul spread
most of the points where trading posts
too
existed. Hamilton found (his oui
but
late to mend some of his mistakes,
he set himself on the alert and organ
bodies of Indians under

be driven to

girnrdP'

desperation by oppressive

exasperating
the English.

or

saw it
In her hand she held an iinmens
horse pistol, which she leveled in til··
captain's face, its flaring, bugle simper
muzzle gaping not a yard from hi>

Nobody

ai t ion on

the part of

Hamilton felt tbe dangerous inner-

tainty upon which the situation rested,
but. like many another vigoroin-ly self

reliant man, he could not siibordli: ite
bis passions to tbe dictates of poli-y.
When Alice was conducted intj his
wi:b
presence be instantly swelled
It was her father who had
anger.
struck him and escaped; it was site
who bad carried off tbe rebel tlag at
tbe moment of victory.
"Well, miss, to what do I owe tbe
honor of this visit?" be deuiaud <1.
with a supercilious air, bending a c: rd
between bis thumb and finger on the

The heavy tulie was as stead.,
if in a vise.
"Drop that sword!"
That was all she said, but her flnge,·
was pivssing the trigger, and the flint
in the backward slanting hammer was
ready to click agaiust the steel. The
leaden slugs were on the point of leup-

nose.
as

lug forth.
"Drop that sword!"

The rep Mtion seemed to dose the op-

keep him Informed
white officers
in Kenas to the American movements
of these
tucky anil along the Ohio. One
bands brought in as captive t'oloii··!
Francis Vigo of St. I.ouis. a Spnr.ltrii
ion. a
by birth, an American by
had large in
who
core,
to
the
patriot
liuence over both Indians and en-oie»,

that

timis Ικ·ι\ν«·<·η the garrison and (be
French inhabitants when the roar of
Alice's big mouthed pistol start I'd
Iliein. Helm was slyly beating about
to make Hamilton lose sight of tbe
danger froui (Mark's direction. To do
this be artfully magnified tbe insidious
work tiiat might lie done by tbe French
and their Indian friends shou'd they

the swish of a woman's skirts; a light
step puttered on the frozen around, an I
Alice sprang between the men. lacln,;
Farnsworth. As she did this soui t..i:i
small and yellow—the locket at ht
throat—fell and rolled under her feet

ought

ized scouting

with

Come

me.

him, busy with their careful mlulstra

dull tilm of murderous passion.
"I'ut up your weapon, captain. You
will not attin k an unarmed priest. Voit
are u soldier and will not dare strike an
old. defenseless man."
"But I will strike a black robed and
black hearted French rebel. (Jet tii.it
flag, you grinning fool!"
"Strike if you must," he said very
gently, very tirmly. "I never yet have
make tu·
seen the man that could
afraid." His speech was slightly sing
song in tone, as It would have b.'cn

HORSE I'ISTOL.

upon

and led the way.
It was all done so quickly that Farnsworth, in his half dazed condition,
scarcely realized what was going on
until he found himself ou a couch In
the Itoussillon home, his wound (a
Jau'ired furrow pl.nved out l>y sIujî·
that the sword's blade had tirst intercepted) neatly dressed and bandaged,
while Alice and the priest hovered over

omnia possihilia sunt."
"None of your Jesuit I*atin or logic
to me. I urn not here to argue, but to
Be in a
command.
Get that flag.
hurry about it, sir."
lie whipped out his sword, and in lib
half drunken eyes there gathered tin*

adventure with
just In tiuj·
to make It count against that
courageous η nil bellicose nil*
in more ways than one. Farus

captain's

l'ather Beret

"Lean

unsteady

was

Alice, my child, and I will take him
Into the house."
Alice picked up the captain's sword

"What Is impossible, my son. is po·
sible to God alone. Apud homines hoc
lmpossibile est, apud Detim a litem

CHAPTER Xi.

Ills feet.

on

you."

By Jove!" And with this very brilliant
and relevant observation he rubbed his
fort.
sore side and went his way to the

Hamilton,
tod, began

seeing that the captain

won't have it. Don't stand there grinning at me. Get that flag or I'll make

"By Jove!" he muttered all to him
self. 'The old prayer singing heathen!

Λ

not fall, although he grew white.
Father Beret sprang nimbly to sustain Farnsworth. snatching up the
pistol as he passed around Alice.
"You are hurt, my son." he gently
said. "Let aie help you." lie passed his
arm tirinly under that of Farnsworth,

"I order you. sir, to produce that
rebel flag." said Farnsworth. "You will
obey forthwith or take the conse
quences. I am no longer In the humor
Do you underto be trilled with.
stand V"
"1 might be forced to obey you if I
could," said the priest, drawing his
robe about him; "but, as I have often
told you, my eon. I do not know where
I do not
the flag is or who took It.
even suspect any person of taking il.
All that 1 know about it is the simple
fact that it is gone."
"Von canting old fool!" c ried Farnsworth. "Don't lie to me any longer! I

she cried out to him:

β WORI) Α ΝI »

old village.
Farnsworth staggered backward, letting fall his sword. There was a rent
In the clothing of Ills left shoulder. Ile
reeled, the hlood spun out, hut he did

ribs.

Roussillou
or
that sent
Jtiffer one
a
was
straight from the priest's shoulder
right into the short ribs of Captain
Farnsworth, who thereupon released a
mighty grunt and doubled himself up.
Adrienne recognized her assailant at
the first and used his name freely durthe struggle. When Father Beret
M.
than

Hamilton's jaw by

Λ

hand. An Involuntary turn, the slightest Imaginable, set the heavy barrel of
her weapon strongly against the blow,
partly stopping It, and then the capitis
muzzle spat its load of balls and slug»
with a bellow that awoke the drowsy

Father Beret certainly was—and yet
have the strongest characteristics of
This thing of being
a worldly man.
bullied day after day, as had recently
been the rule, generated nothing to :ii<l
in removing a refractory desire trout
the priest's heart—the worldly desire
to repeat with great Increment of force
the punch eg.iinst Farnsworth's lowei

hammer.

by the punelieon.
"is it gone? Has some one taken It
quoted what she considered unimpeachaway?"
able authority to support her optimistic
Tliey turned up nil tne noor to no
argument.
avail. I-a bannière d'Alice Roueelllon
"Lieutenant Beverley says that the

Farnsworth sprang to him and lifted
him to his feet, lv* he could scarcely
stand, lie licked his lips clumsily.
"What is the matter? What hurts

"1
most proper person in the world.
don't mean you any harm, mademoiselle. I'll just see you safe home,
you know; 'ecort you to your residence.
Come on, now—that's a good girl."
Father Beret hurried to the spot, and
when in the dee|tening gloom he saw
Adrienne Hinging herself violently this

side and got himself once more in a
vertical position, both girl and priest
He looked this way and
were gone.
that, rapidly becoming sober and beginning to wonder how the thing could
have happened bo eusily. Ills ribs felt
as if they had been lilt with a heavy

egg.

under your tloor."
Father Beret said nothing, but frowning as if much annoyed, stepped
through the doorway to Alice's sld
and stooping where she knelt, laid
lui ml on her shoulder as she glanced
up and recognized lilui.
"What art* you doing, my child?"
"Oh. father, where Is the flag?" It
was all that she could say. "Where is

Vigo was released and permitted to return under promise that he would give
no information to the enemy on his
way to Kaskaskia.
Doubtless this bit of careless diplomacy on the governor's part did have a
somewhat soothing effect upon a large
class of Frenchmen at Vlncennee. hut
Farnsworth quickly neutralized it to a
serious extent by a foolish act wh'le
slightly under the influence of liquor.
He met Father Beret near Roussillon
place, and. feeling his ribs squirm at
sight of the priest, he accosted him insolently. demanding Information as to
the whereabouts of the missing flag.
A priest may be good and true-

"Oh, Father—Father Beret! Help me!
Help me!"
When Farnsworth recovered from the
breath expelling shock of the jab in his

ta ted. She knew the very puncheon
that covered the Hag, but she shrank
from lifting It. There seemed nothing
else to do. however; so. after some
trouble with herself, she knelt upon the
tloor and turned the heavy slab over
with a great thump. The flag did not
She peeped under the other
appear.
The
It was not there.
pum-heons.
only thing visible was a little ball of
paper fragments not larger than an

with a mutual start, saluted.
"I came with a young ladfr to get the
flag," said Farnsworth. "She is InI hope there Is no serious Inside.
She says the flag is hidden
trusion.

never

recklessly.
"Now, don't rouse up the town."
coaxed the captain. He was just drunk
enough to be <iulte a fool, yet suillciently sober to Imagine himself the

ing

ν

Farnsworth heard her utter a low
cry of surprise or dismay, and was on
the point of going in when Father
Beret, coming around the corner of the
cabin, confronted him. The meeting
and unexpected that
was so sudden
both men recoiled sllghtlyy and then,

coining out 01
u cabin nut far away, beard and knew
the voice.
little
lio.
Ho.
lady!" cried
my
Adrien ne's captor in a breezy, jocund
tone. "You wouldn't run over u fellow,
would you?" The word» were French,
but the voice was tbat of Captain
Famsworth, who laughed while he
8|>oke. "You Jump like a rabbit, my
darling! Why, what a lively little
chick of a girl It is!"
Adrienne screamed and struggled

appeared

You stay oat
"Don't you come In.
here. "I'll get It In a minute."
Farnsworth obeyed her command.
The door was wide open, but Father
Beret was not Inside; he had gone to
see a sick child in the outskirts of the
village. Alice looked about and hési-

sagged.

poor.

crushed to a pulp.

her gait.
When the; arrived at Father Beret's
cabin, she lurned and said with Im-

'WwJ·

my

was

to

was

had disappeared and Captain larnswortli went forthwith to report the
\λ lien be
fact to' his comma uder.
reached the shed at the angle of the
fort he found Governor Hamilton sitting stupid and dazed on the ground.
One jaw was inflamed and swollen
a,ul „n eye «■„» half ctaicfl «■><>
ehot. lie turned ids head with a pain
ful. irregular motion and hi* chin

"U/ij/tio yo« Hum to injure
[loud μα pu. ·'

;h'» Indians occasionally reΗ m mil ton with their ghastly
but ν! ■'·'■ tf<>;>Wes w.-s I.ong Hair,
who sll· ρ I into t'j«* fort and out again
rr.tlier v.:r.!!y. not having much confldence in il. ose Frenchmen who had
once ii; c:i a tin:·.» given him a rnemor.i'..l·-· ;·ιγ· 1er hi·» life.
Wi:.! ;·
Iu;t d. wn. not cold, but
The work on
:i; vide. raw.
daii.p.
(lie Γ·»·-: \. * n.'j'.rl.v completed, and
Itene de ϋ·»·ιν!ΙΝ· would have soon been
relieved of !:i-i -servile and exasperating employment under the Irish corpnir.l. but t:d at the point of time
when only ;i few days' work remained
for him lie became furious, on account
of an insulting remark, and struck the
corporal over the head with a hand
spike. This happened in a wood some
miles from town, where he was loading
logs upon a sled. There cbauced to
be no third person present when the
deed was done, and some hours passed
before they found the olllcer quite cold
Hie head
and stiff l>cside the sled.
Ammi"

porting

KH tiMh'.l lo; ili l 'y.
Furii «worth was on his guard in a
twin!;iing. lie set his jaw and uttered
nil ugly oath: then qiii-k a< I!· htnh.·
he struck siucwlse at the pistol with
his blade. It was a move which might
have taken a less alert person than
Alice iiHawaii's, lint her training In
sword play was ready in lier wrist and

fails. But he'll tell Clark to eta.v
where he is, and Vigo can do no more."
What effect Helm's hold and apparently artless talk h:id upon Hamilton's
mind Is not recorded, hut the meager
historical facts at command show that

rutiler item, who was

rude table.

"I have come, monsieur, to tell you
that I have hurt Captain Faruswor.h.
He was about to kill Father Beret. t;nd
I shot him. He Is in our lion SO I ! id
well cared for. I don't think his ν »i:iid
Λ :· "—!.>·,-<■ si,.· hesi!ai<-<t at
is i.:ui.
an-! I· t h .τ gaze f;i!l "so bere 1
Then she lifted lier eyes ug.i'n
ri.
.nul made an inimitable French gcstt:r*·
"You
with lu r shoulders and arms.
will do as you please, monsieur. I am

to

iu the Illinois country.
Colouel Vigo was noi long held a
Hamilton dared not exasprisoner.
endurperate the Creoles beyond their
the savages
ance, for he knew that
would closely sympathize with their
friends of long standing, and this might
lead to a revolt and coalition against
Inhim—a very dangerous possibility.
Indeed. at least one of the great
Indian chieftains had already frankl.v
were
formed him that he and his tribe
was a
loyal to the Americans. Here
consummate didilemma requiring
but lie was
plomacy. Hamilton saw it.
characnot of a diplomatic temper or
With the Indians lie used a deter.
while
moralizing system of bribery,
toward the whites he was too often
Helm un
gruff, imperious, repellant.
was
ileistood the whole situation and
to take advantage of it. His per-

at unir

mercy."
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Γ ream.

wlm prepared thedlsb
Λ Freu. i; <■!■.
for tbe I Mi·· de C!iart>es In 1774. is said
to bave» u::.ii" ti;e first ice cream. I.ord
Bacon was aware of tbe process of
congelation by means of snow and g-ilt,
but to bun i· was a scientific fact of
greater or i.'ss interest, and be had no
lde:i of tbe delightful possibilities of

this process on various eatables.
Iced drinks and water ices were
known to tbe Parisian epicures a tvutury and a half earlier, the dainties
having probably come from the far
east by tbe hand of some traveler who
had tested sherbet. Tbe Khglish knew
reor cared nothing for such artificial

Don't forget the old mar I
with the fish on his back.
wert
sonal relations with Hamilton
nol
did
he
For nearly thirty years h< !
easy and familiar, so that
hesitate to give advice ui»on all occahas been traveling around the freshment till the present century.
sions. Here his jovial disposition helpetl
world, and is still traveling Even now they do not regard tbe "Iced
him.
bringing health and comfor! pudding" with especial favor.
"You'd better let Vigo return to St
ol wherever he
Louis," he said. They had a bowl
goes.
something hot steaming between them
To the 'consumptive he
if
Appropriât·.
harmless
yon
He's
"1 know him.
apparatus for deep
brings the strength and flesli One day while bismeans
don't rub him too hard the wrong way
of steel planoand lie so much needs.
sea soundings by
He'll go back if you treat him well
an>1
forte wire was being constructed Lord
tell Clark how strong you are here
To all weak and sickl) Kelvin entered Mr. White's shop la
of at
how foolish it would be to think
he gives rich anc 1 Glasgow along wltb the great Dr.
children
a handfu
but
has
Clark
tacking you.
wltl
tired
and
Joule, celebrated for bis determination
of men. poorly supplied
strengthening food.
ι
tbe mechanical equivalent of beat.
l of
long, hard marches. If you'll think
and
To
thin
pale persons Joule's attention was
called to a bunmoment you can't fail to understand
new firm flesh and
ι he
dle of the pianoforte wire lying lo tbe
gives
that you'd better be friends with this
shop, and Thomson explained tbat be
He and Father Glbault ant 1 rich red blood.
man Vigo.
thesi
it for "sounding purposes."
tills old priest here. Beret, carry
Children who first saw the Intended
I'm no
note?"
"What
innocently Inquired
Frenchmen in their pockets.
now
fish
are
the
with
Joule and was promptly aniwered,
understand—I'm ai old man
on
your side,
American, and I'd blow the whole ο grown up and have childrer l "Tbe deep C."
in α minute if ]
you to kingdom come
of their own.
The House of Cro*7.
could—but common sense Is comtnoi j
He stands for Scott's Emul
In France the family of Crony Chanel
There's no goo< ι
sense all the same.
sion of pure cod liver oil—ι boasts of descent In direct line atfrom
to you and no barm to Clark in mis
the
Adam's third son, Seth. Tbey say
this
prisoner
treating or even holding
food and a natura I time of tbe deluge Noah took their famdelightful
What harm can he do you by golni
tonic for children, for old folk· * ily title deeds into the ark. At their
back to Clark and telling him the who!
be seen a picture of that
Clark knew everything ioni t and for all who need flesh anc [ chateau may
truth?
quick

>

■

1

>

»

before Vigo reached here. Old Jazor
the day yoi
my best scout, left here
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists.
h >
took possession, and yoa may bet
New York
Pearl Street,
Hi > 409-415
m* tn Kaikaekifl in short order.
60o. and 91.001 all druggist·.

;

strength.

one of the drowning
scroll above his head on
which is inscribed, "Save tbe title
deeds of the bouse of Crony."

event, wherein
men waves a

A
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otherwise f i.Ou a year. Single copie· 4 cent·
AU legal advertiser-tents
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are given three connective Insertion· for $1 -5n
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length
per Inch
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Sunday School at U M. T. P. 8. C. K. Sunday
afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at 7 Λ
t. κ.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the laat Frl-iay before
7:3u.
the 1M Sunday of the month atSrSOF. M. AU
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
UnlveranllM Chorea, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Prea'hlng service every Sunday at U a. ■■
Sunday School at 12 M.

Ernest F. Shaw came from Kennebunk
and joined bis family here Tuesday,

remaining until Saturday.

Ernest A. Perhara, who now basa position in the New York navy yard, is
spending a vacation revisiting Paris Hill.
ere.
He is stopping at the Hubbard House.
Mies Gertrude M. Brown arrived at
Job Puctinq —New type, fast presses, steam
low
and
price·· the Hill
power. experienced workmen
Wednesday to spend the
combine to make this department of our bual
Christmas season with her parents.
ness complete and popular.
Miss Julia C. Snow, who has been
away for several weeks, returned home
—

Coming
.Ian. S

—

Events.

Oxford Pomona Grange,
NEW

Norway.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Fleeced and Muslin Underwear.
Μ lee Li!» by.
Comfort and Health.
Red Tat Sale.
Happy New Year.
Coki weather Clothing.
Marked Down.
Probate Notice·.
2 Petitions for Discharge In Bankruptcy.
Lost.
Notice.

Obituary.
Isaac W. Marshall, a life-long resident

of Hebron, passed away quite suddenly
at his home in East Hebron Nov. 21,
11HW, al the advanced age of S'i years
and 10 months. He was the oldest man
in town and one oi its most highly esteemed citizens.
He received a good education in the
town school and at Hebron Academy,
from which he was graduated in 1843.
haviug the honorary part as valedictorian.
Among those who were students there
with him were Vice-President Hamlin
and one of the noted Washburn brothers.
He was a good speaker, ever ready, eaay.
and argumentative in debate, and thus a
favorite and leader in the Tyrocinic
Adelphi Society, as the records show.
Asa teacher he was very successful.
For the largest, most advanced and most
difficult schools his services were earnestly sought and he never made a failure
He marrried Miss Mehitable Carr, a
daughter of Dr. Robert Carr, of thai
town; but the union was brief, two or
three years only, when she was taketi
from "him by death, leaving one child.
of Roxbuiy.
now
R Carr Marshall,
Mass. For his second wife he married
Miss Lydia Keene, a daughter of Mr
Nathaniel Keene of East Hebron. The

union always proved a most happy one.
Five children were born to them: one
son, Ν. M. Marshall, M. D., of Portland,
and four daughters, two of whom died
quite a number of years ago in early life.
One has always lived at home to be a
help and comfort to her parents, and the
other married Mr. A. K. Thomas of Oxford.
For many years Mr. Marshall kept the
He was also poststore at East Hebron.
master there and station agent of the
Portland and Rumford Falls railroad.
He was a man of unquestioned integrity,
faithful to all trusts committed to him.
and in no case would he do a dishonest
act: therefore he had the respect and
confidence of all.
Although he was a man of more than
usual ability and talent he never sought
for office or notoriety in any form. His
was a very quiet and unpretentious life,
yet he exerted an abiding influence for

Wednesday.

Elmer W. Cummings is at home from
the University of Maine for the Christmas vacation.
Lewis B. Brown arrived Thursday
evening to spend a few days of the
Christmas season with hie parents here.
Mr. Brown is in the mining business in
Siberia, and has just arrived in America,
the steamer on which he came getting
into New York at midnight Wednesday.
A pleasant time was enjoyed at the
Christmas festival of the two Sunday
Schools, held at the Baptist church Friday evening. The exercises were in
charge of Rev. Mr. Bishop, the pastor of
the church. The programme included
hymns by the congregation, singing by a
male quartette, and recitations and singing by the children of the two Sunday
Scnools which were of more than ordinary excellence, and a short talk by
Kev. Mr. Little. Santa Claus ttien appeared, with his Howing beard (natural,
bv the way), and delivered a dissertation
of some length on the progress of "peace
and good will" among the Christian denominations, following which he scattered candy among the audience, and
distributed a few gifts. A fairly well
tilled tree was then unloaded.
Mrs. Columbia Cole, widow of W. H.
Cole, died at the old homestead Sunday,
the 20th, and was buried on Tuesday.
Mrs. Cole was a daughter of the late
Solon Royal, and was 70 years of age.
She leaves two children, Mrs. Horace D.
Tuttle of this town and Will E. Cole of
Lewiston.
George M. Atwood and family spent
Christmas with relatives at Dixtield.
The purchasers of the Silas Maxim
estate have decided on names of family
interest to give their places. Mr. Brown
has selected
Grumblethorpe after a
Welsh manor, and Capt. Lyon has chosen
Strangleholt because of a naval memory.
The homestead will be Ilalobeight.
Guy Bennett is at home from the University of Maine for the Christmas vacation.
The Uni verbalist Sunday School has
had the "star system" in operation for
two years, and three solid gold stars have
recently been awarded to scholars who
have been present every Sunday for the
two years, unless excused on account of
illness or for other good cause. The
winners of the stars are Miss Josephine
Cole, Howard Cole and Edward Eastman.

East

Sumner.

Christmas was observed in the usual
At the Congregational church
there was a tree and exercises by the
children.
The fact that several parties have been
victimized by worthless checks will
make people shy for a time of accepting
them from strangers. The loes falls
heavily on some who have to struggle
for a living. What was intended as a
good.
After selling his store some years ag<> just measure in bankruptcy law is now
he moved on to his farm, about half a often an aid to unscrupulous and dismile distant, but still retained his posi- honest parties and the victimized are
tion as station agent and office as post- left to mourn without sufficient redress.
master until eight or ten years ago when A revision in the law seems desirable
he resigned each on account of hardness and just.
of hearing and other infirmities of age.
Oxford.
He has been kindly caret 1 for by his wife
and daughter and 'by his son, the doctor,
Mr. Ν. T. Fisher has received news of
who has provided all needed help on the the death of his sister's husband, Mr.
farm and about the home. He is sur- Thomas, who died at Chicago Friday,
vived by the widow, four children, two Dec. 11th. aged 88 years. Mr. Thomas
grandchildren, anil two brothers living was for thirty years a clerk in the emin Massachusetts who will greatly miss ploy of the government at Washington.
He was For a number of years he has been
him and deeply feel their loss.
a brother to the wife of Rev. S. D. Richtotally blind.
Luella Brackett has returned from
ardson, who has always felt a warm attachment for him and regarded him as Boston where she has been to see her
miss
will
He
brother Eben, a volunteer in the navy,
one of his dearest friends.
his kindly greetings, as will all who who is expected to go to the Philippines.
him.
knew
C. F. Starbird is visited by his uncle
Now his long, active, busy life has and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Ames.
The schools are having a vacation
reached :ts close and he has entered into
We shall meet him no more here during Christmas week.
rest.
but he will be long remembered for his
Bast Hebron.
of character and kiudness of
manner.

nobility

heart. Our loss is his everlasting gain.
His funeral services were attended by
his pastor. Rev. Mr. Kelley of East
Hebron, Tuesday, Nov. 24th, many besides the relativeA being present to testify
The
their esteem for the departed.
tioral tributes were many and beautiful.
S. D. R.

Various styles of vehicles are seen on
the road since our receut storm, and
our
local blacksmith has calls before
light iu the morning, to commence work
before some other man gets the start
J. J. Puller was found by Henry Shaw
recently by a spring between his house
and Baker Phillips', down on the ground
and his horse down also across his
shoulders. With the help of Willie
Mere and There.
Packard be got him out of that trouble
and they took him home. The doctor
The stroke of a lion'· paw Is the thirl «tron*
was summoned and arrived speedily, and
cet force Id the animal world. The tiret Is the
blow of tt whale's tail; the eecoo*ltbe kick of a said Mr. Fuller could have lived buta
few moments longer if he had not been
(liaft.
It would be pretty hard to make a released from the situation be was in
It is supposed he slipped
man believe that who had just been kick- when found.
on the ice and the horse followed his
ed
a male.

by

It is past now, but it's just as incorrect as it was a week ago to spell it
Xmas.

example.
Leaia Davis of Turner passed the
time from Friday afternoon until Monday with her mother, Mrs. Edwin Alleu.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen have the promise of
all her children visiting them and passIt is now said that lion. Wayne Mc- ing Christmas with them. They will
Veagh didn't tell the Hague court, as he not return home this week.
John Harper moved his goods yesterwas reported in the papers, that they
were incapable of grasping a legal propo- day.
Christmas festival in the church the
sition, or words to that effect. There
have been a very yellow lot of lies pub- evening of the 25th.
Church fair will be Jan. 7th in Grange
lished of late.
Hall.
Mrs. Lemuel Greene of Portland arThe strike of livery drivers in Chicago rived from Quincy, Mass., at E. Allen's
has necessitated the postponement of last
Monday to enjoy Christmas with
and houses where funerals her
funerals
parents and family.
were he d were picketed by the union
The rain raised the brooks, but did
until th< I f of police stopped it. The not affect the wells in the least.
condition of things has caused extensive
The mads are very icy. and every one
comment and has not
improved the steps with caution.
standiug of union labor in the public
North Paris.
mind.
A conspicuous instance of carelessness
in expression is found iu the special iron
of the Scientific
and steel number
American, where, speaking of the lake
Superior iron ore, it says, "The supply
is enormous, a single corporation having
recently estimated its holdings at
όΟΟ,ΟυΟ,ΟυΟ tons, worth as many million
dollars." Of course very few will understand that a ton of iron ore in the
ground is worth a million dollars, although that is the meaning of the sentence as it stands.

The Panama business is responsible
for a remarkable confusion of "Columbia" and "Colombia" in the newspapers,

producing such freaks as "Colombia
University,"—a condition which will
largely regulate itself in a short time.
For County Commissioner.

Fryeburg is ancandidate for the Republi-

Dean A. Ballard of

nounced

as a

nomination for County Commissioner next year. Mr. Ballard has served his town ten consecutive years as
chairman of the board of selectmen, and
represented his district in the legislature
of 1901-2. lie is a man of good judgment and a prosperous farmer, and alcan

ways true to

Republican principles.

A Card.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our neighbors and friends who have
shown, by word and deed, their deep
sympathy for us during our recent bereavement.
Mk. ask Mrs. Akthik L. Mann.
Mb. and Mrs. Frank L. Willis.
Mk. Lkwih M. Mann.

Card of Thanks.

We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
the friends and neighbors, also the
Masonic lodge, for their kind sympathy
and assistance in our late bereavement,
through the loss of husband and father,
I
and also for the beautiful flowers.
Mks. (£. H. Bkiwus and Family.
to

Allen Irish came home from Bath.
Gardner came Fr day from
Mechanic Falls to spend Christmas with
his parents.
Chas. K. Buck of Traverse Oity, Mich.,
is visiting his relatives, the FVinces.
G. W. Heath, wife and daughter Ada,
and Herbert Heath and family of West
Sumner, dined with Mr. and *Mrs. T. H.
Lunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Etenaon and
Salathiel Tilton dined with Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Tilton.
Geo. Haskell of South I'tris visited
his wife, who is ill and is stopping with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kosalvo
Crockett.
A son was born Dec. 23, to Mrs. Frank
Allen.
M re. Mary Hall goes to
Mass., to spend the winter with her
sister, Mrs. Thomas Steanys, and her
daughter Shirley goes to I. ingham to
teacn.
Mrs. Emily Morrill, who has been very
ill, is reported improving. Sbe is living
with her son-in-law, Chats. P.* Hatch, in
New York.
By reason of low water o\ir aqueduct
has frozen, and the general complaint is
of low water. As we reuivmber there
has been nothing like it since the winter
of '74-'75. And just now as water becomes scarce Prof. John Dili Robinson
comes to our relief in an address before
the Chicago Eclectic and Surgical Society. I mention a few points: "When
people leave off bathing therv will be little or nothing for doctors to do. Pneumonia, colds and a hundred other ills
result from the foolish habit of washing
the body. To bathe is to be dirty, for
thereby you make a sewer if the skin.
Blood attracted by the skin gives up
products that should be left to start ;i
natural outlet and soils the?skin." Hisays that the statement that the closing
of the pores of the skin would result in
death is false. He concluded with a
touching incident of a poor Eskimo
brought from Greenland to Boston who
bad never been ill in his li*e. He was
given a bath, contracted pneumonia and
died in two days. So we may turn up
our noses at water.
In my awn case I
have endured the perils of water for 75
all
the
while «frail, but a
years, being
general bath with me must be taken
just before retiring, else a cold ensues, a
cough and its attendant pulmonary

Guy

Cambridge,

day.

Bethel.
The services in all the churches Sunday (Dee. 20,) were appropriate to the
Christmas tide.
Special music was
rendered and the attendance very good
considering the very unfavorable weath-

attending

versity

are at their homes.
Fred Merrill of Harvard Law
School has been visiting hie parente, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Merrill.
Thursday evening the Universaiist and
Congregationalist societies held their
annual Christmas supper for the Sabbath School and parish. After supper
interesting exercises were given by the
children, then the well loaded trees were
relieved of their burdon and the children and thoso of a larger growth were
made happy, not only in receiving but
in giving.
Miss Mildred Tuell, who is teaching
in the kindergarten in Bangor, is at
home for the holidays.
Mr. Edwin H. Smith, who purchased
the standing timber on the William L.
Chapman lot near the village, has cleared the lot ot' all excepting the pine. He
has cut 100 cords of wood, about 300
cords of pulp timber, besides cedar,
etc. About 100,000 of pine will be
drawn to the mill of J. S. Morrill to be
sawed. Mr. Morrill is doing an extensive business this winter. Mr. E. S.
Kilborn will put in 400 cords of birch
to be worked up at this mill.
Mr. W. W. Hastings has become the
owner of the buildings at the corner of
Broad and Main Streets known as Chapman block,
having been erected by the
late R. A. Chapman. This gives Mr.
Hastings ownership of all the property
extending from the store he occupies to
the building now occupied by the Bethel

Mr.

knowing the extraordinary crnvlug of
their South African cousin, the mtel,
for this delicacy, I should say it Is not
Improbable that they may occasionally
partake of It. It Is certain that these
animals have a particular liking for

the nest and larvae of wasps and wild
bees, digging down with strong feet
and inliuite perseverance till they attain their object. These animals are
said by keepers to kill and devour freeyoung rabbits. That they do partake

greatly enjoyed by the children, as. it ly
also appeared to be by the well-filled of

this fare at times is, I think, certain,
house of older ones. The children in but that they destroy any very considour village deserve much credit for their erable number Is more than doubtful.
ready adaptability to the various parts Still, the badger is carnivorous in his
assigned them, and the fine manner in tastes and is not, even by his kindliest
which they render a programme of this
be absolved from devouring
kind. The presents were distributed, friends, to
at times tender rabbits and even the
and the little folks went home happy.
Mr. Albert E. Richer seems to be im- young of game-birds when he can get
Dr. Wheeler attends bold of them.—liongman's.
a little.

proving

W. H. Lurvey and wife have closed
their house, and left their farm on Curtis
Hill and have moved into the lower rent
back of the post office, in the new brick
block.
Mr. Fickett will move at once into his

post office

new

rooms.

Taking Pleaanre Swiftly.
Take time to be merry, to "have a
good time," and you will double your
{toeslbilities of health, wealth and hapAnglo-Saxons are made fun of

piness.

Itecause they take even their pleasures
sadly. Their American cousins, with
characteristic energy, make a business
Ian Maclaren's story of the
of it
American who was "doing" the United
Kingdom is a good illustration of
Jonathan's method of pleasuring. A
visitor's card was brought to Dr. Watson (Ian Maclaren) In his study, but
before he had time to read It his vis-

Mrs. M. A. Hutchinson of Saco,
sister of Mrs. D. F. Nelson, is spending
a few weeks in town.
The father of Mr. E. D. Still well has
returned to his home in Binghamton, N.
Y., having found our climate too severe
for his health.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Buck nam went
last Thursday for a few days' trip to
Boston.
a

itor stood before him and announced

Newry.
himself. "My name is Elijah K. HlgA very pretty wedding has taken place gins," he said breathlessly, "and I am
to-day, Christmas, by which we lose one a busy mau. You are also busy and

of our most efficient teachers, Miss Effie
Josephine Thurston, who was united in
marriage to Frank Merton Stevens of
Lewiston, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the residence of the bride's parents, Mr. and
library.
Mr. Malcolm Bean, who spent several Mrs. M. L. Thurston of thie town. Rev.
old
in
has
visit
returned
to
Bethel,
Mr. Barton of Bethel performed the
years
friends after a residence of several years ceremony, many friends and relatives
in the West.
being present. After partaking of the

Friday evening, the Methodist society Christmas dinner the happy couple took
observed Christmas at their church. the train for Lewiston, their future resiThe entertainment was very pleasing dence. The sincere wishes for their
and the

evening

will be one

remembered by the children.

long

to be

happiness

from a host of friends accom-

pany them.
The remains of Mr. Frank Smith, who
Miss Perkins, from Aroostook, is
died in Gorham, Ν. H., were brought to visiting her sister, Mrs. W. A. Foster,

Bethel Christmas day to be buried in the with whom, and with other friends she
lot.
proposes to spend the winter.
Mrs. Fred P. Chandler and daughters
Most cordially and earnestly we wish
Christmas
with
her
each member of the "Bear Brigade,"
spent
day
parents.
your patrons and every one else, a
Bryant's Pond.
Christmas."

family

have no time to fool away. Four days
are all I can give to the United Kingwith
dom, and I wished to shake hands
(ïoodby! I am off to Druiuyou.

toclity!"—Success.

well known Republican leader in the
state of New York for twenty years.
Since coming here he has faken much
interest in the growth of the town, and
has won many friends.
The Androscoggin rose six inches in
the rain of Sunday, the 20th.
Samuel Burleigh, the new superintendent of schools for Rumford and
Mexico, arrived in town last Monday.
During his recent visit in tpwn, Hugh
J. Chieholm was heard to state that he
should not stop until Rumforil Falls had
a population of 50,000.
He spoke of additional paper mill industries which he
was endeavoring to induce to locate
here.
Greenwood.

Soon after Scott Merrill got through
manufacturing apple barrels in Norway
he bought a pair of seven-foot oxen, and
is now hauling wood of different kinds
fora neighbor.
Wednesday afternoon
he went to Locke's Mills with a load of
bark. Mr. Merrill says the rain last
Sunday came very near spoiling the
sledding, since there is hardly anything
left in the roads but ice, and in?fact there
is but little snow anywhere.
The ice harvest has now commenced,
and should the weather hold favorable
everybody will find enough to do, dead
beads excepted.
A cloud of sadness came over our
mental sky on reading the dea'.h of Geo.
H. Briggs of Trap Corner.
We knew
him from his early boyhood, also his
parents and nearly all his relations on his
mother's side, since the Kilbreth familylived in our school district and the
youngest children attended the same
school with oureelf for sevei^l years.
A few years ago we called on Mr. Briggs
and spent a couple of hours very pleasantly together in talking over eld times,
little thinking it would be the last time
we should see each other this side of the
river.
John litus commenced puttu.g in his
ice
and two men wt nt from

Thursday,

this place to assist him in bis work.
It almost seems sometimes a*' though
the deer know when the law comes on
to protect thein, as well as the game
commissioner himself. The other day a
deer came into the Center road, -near the
El well place, and after passing «up some
distance he was accompanied by another,
and on they went leisurely together, as
much as to say, "Shoot us notf if you
dare." Apropos to the above \ncident,
still another might be mentioned as
showing how some of our you η a Americans observe the game law :
Recently a
six year old boy and his younger sister
were playing with a
couple of sticks,
when the little girl pointed hers at her
brother and exclaimed, "bang."
"0
no," said her brother who seemed to
understand the whole situation, "you
can't bang now, the law is on.·1
And
that settled it.
Last week and the week before, including just 12 days, our mail matter
was from one to four pieces every day
Without an exception.
Perhaps some
others got more during the same time,
but that was about all we had .time to
read.
Yesterday a package came here from
Albany, costing 24 cents' wfcrth of
stamps; and if it had gone to Los
Angeles it would have cost no more.
That may be good economy, but somehow it is difficult to see it in that light.

S

J, oma a tow days.

Norman McAllister of Fort Williams
is on a furlough and stopping at his
mother's, Mrs. Edwin Cole's.
Engineer Bowker and Albert Bowker
spent Sunday with their people.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reed of West
Paris were in town Wednesday.
The West Paris Dramatic Club presented the drama "Under the Laurols,"
Friday evening to a good sized house.
The drama was interesting and well
played. From fifteen to twenty of the
School Improvement League of West
Paris accompanied the club. After the
play dancing was enjoyed until about 1
o'clock.
Harry Estes has been clerking for a
few days for Edwin Andrews.
The Pythian Sisterhood now hold
their meetings in Dudley's Hall.
Fred Hill is stopping with his father
and will not return to Berlin Falls as
he will attend Shaw's Business College
at Portland in the near future.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilbon Perhain went to
Lynn Thursday to spend the winter with
their children.
Frank M. Cole had a bad spell last
Saturday night but was better in a few

Immortalized.
At un entertainment at which Nelson
met Benjamin West Just before he
went to sea for the last time he remarkBravery

ed to the artist. "I never pass a printshop where your picture of the 'Death

of Wolfe' Is in the window without being stopped by it." West, of course, acknowledged the compliment, and Nelson went on to ask why he bad painted
"Because, my lord,"
no more like IL
answered the artist, "there are no more
subjects." "Blank it." said Nelson, "I
didn't think of that," and asked him to
take a glass of champagne. "But. my
lord. I fear your intrepidity will yet
furnish me with another scene, and if

days.

Sumner.
Hattie Benson is stopping with her
father, Elbridge Benson.

George
lyn went
cently.

Morrill and wife and eon Merto South Paris shopping re-

Lewis Thomas of Whitman, Mass., is
working for Wright Crockett.
Elva Bonney is having a bad throat
trouble.
Nettie Morrill, who has been at home
for a few weeks' vacation, has gone back
to Dixfield to work in the toothpick
mill.
Mrs. Everett Abbott is on the sick list.
Mrs. Elmer Robert's took a trip to
Lewiston Wednesday, shopping.

Hebron.
Rev. Mr. Whittaker of Mechanic Falls
preached here Sunday. Owing to the
storm the attendance was small.
The academy school is postponed one
week on account of the death of Miss
Hodsdon, the matron, which occurred
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant, who
were married in New Sharon last Sunday,
are expected home this week.
Mrs. Bradford Sturtevant has been
very sick but at last reports was somewhat better.
Mrs. Joseph Ilibbs is recovering from
bronchial pneumonia.
Prof. J. L. Pike spent Wednesday
night at Mr. Hibbs'.
Mr. Asa Robinson of East Sumner is
visiting W. A. Bartlett.
Prof. J. F. Moody and Miss Hazel
Donham are at home from Auburn.
J. F. Moody, Jr., principal of Exeter
Grammar School, is at home for the vacation.
Ira and Henry Bearce are at home
from Orono for a two weeks1 vacation.
Miss Daisy C'ushman has a position in
a school in Winthrop, Mass.

Lovell.
The Ladies' Circle was entertained at
the village church Friday evening. After
the supper was a short entertainment
and a Christmas tree. It wae a very en-

joyable evening.

Dear old
in one position so long.
has
the compassion of
she
the entire community.
Mise Susie Morse, who has been assisting Mrs. Farrar with her work for three
weeks, returned home Monday last.
We appreciate the mildness of this
Christmas time after the intense cold of
last week.
All quiet here now, the hunters having
disappeared at the close of the open
season, and the deer are resting in safety.
The weather and everything permitting, the circle will meet with Mrs. C. T.
Parker on Thursday next, Dec. 31.

lying
lady,

Peru.
Born on the 20th, to the wife of W. B.

Gillespie,

a

daughter.

Mrs. Ruth Poland, wife of Ezekiel
Poland, died on the 20th after a short
illness of leakage of the heart. Mr.
Poland is in very poor health. They
were living with their daughter, Mrs.
She was
Geo. Libby at East Peru.
buried on the 23d.
There was a Christmas tree at the
Baptist meeting house on Christmas
eve and there were presents for all and
all went home happy.
I wish all the readers and the Democrat a Happy New Year.

GOWN GOSSIP.
gowns are made in all the
Tulle spangled with
makes α becoming costume.

Dancing

lighter fabrics.

crystal

Taken as a whole, the season's styles
more variegated than usual and
allow for individual tastes as they have
are

never

done before.

One uf the prettiest combinations is
ermine with squirrel. The latter fur
has uot the prestige that It once enjoyed, but it is still considered modish.
Without any particular excuse for it
there has appeared a singular invasion
of military coats in blues, reds and
grays, with high choker collars and
orass buttons.
Silk lace, velvet and mousseline
waists will be quite popular this winter. Two piece suits are to be worn
extensively, and these have made one
or

two waists almost

indispensable.

The black silk coat, once omnipresent. has suffered an almost complete
extinction. Even covert coate are out
except for morning wear and shopping.
The materials now in favor are velvet,
heavy smooth cloth, zibeline and fancy
cloakings.—New York Post.

SPORTING NOTES.

TIMELY TOPICS.

Happy Christmae greeting to all the
postal card brigade.
Miss Amy Bartlett is at home from

Gorham Normal School for the Chrietmas

holidays.

Miss Rose Kimball is at home for a
few Christmas days.
Miss Gene Congdon from Brockton,
Mass., is spending the Christmas holidays as a guest at J. M. Bartlett's.
Mr. Orlando Buck is pressing hay in
this place.
Farmers are
their potatoes at
50 cents per bushel delivered at Locke's
Mills.

selling

Holland in IT'Ji

some

regiments lost

liiiirllnhitiau.
last man
among civilized races to be an artist,
a musician or a poet, hut lie is the tirst
to be a gentleman. An Englishman
thinks coldly, loves coldly and tights
coldly, but lie gets there Just the same.
There is always a fascinating smoothness about him. and he worships three
gods— his flay, his trade and his top
hat—Sydney Bulletin.
Tbe Tbree tiocl* of the

The

Englishman

is

the

Their Climate.

"Your climate can't possibly be as
as ours."
"Think not':"
"No, indeed. Why. our climate is so
damp we never raise anything but

damp

umbrellas."
"But ours Is so damp we never think
of raising umbrellas. They're always
Qp."—Philadelphia Press.

really surprised

ever."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Going

llalven.

Lady Customer (in bookstore)—Give

me

a

copy of "Romeo and Juliet."

Clerk—Yea, miss. A dollar and a half,
please.
Lady Customer—I And I've only got
75 cents. Just give me "Romeo."—Ft
Paul

mobilist.

Pioneer-Press.

One of Wmr'a Evil·.

Clarence Mackay. the New York millionaire sportsman, denies that he will
race a thoroughbred stable ou eastern
lie says. "I'm too
tracks next year.

Mrs. Hcnpeck (visiting lier tiret husband's grave)—Yes, here lies a hero.
You would not be my husband today
had he not been killed in the war.
Mr. Henpeck (llercely)—Yes. what a
curse war Is!

own-

er,

That European concert sounds very
much like a comic brass band.—Memphis News.
Graft is indeed the most imminent I
peril of the day in public affairs. It
embraces all -other perils.—Baltimore
Herald.
The enthusiasm which Japan and |
Russia are showing for pence causes a
suspicion that there must be a stock of j
damp powder in· the far east—Washington Tost.

|

The sultan has had a printer execut-1
ed for making a typographical error.
If Abdul lived in this country he would
have to Inaugurate a new series of
massacres.—Memphis Commercial Ap-

The Strnirirle.
An athlete is not made in an hour,
and the giant oak is only a specimen
of endurance after Its hardy conflict
with the elements. So It Is with the
character of a man and of a woman.
It is the struggle of the years that
makes the heart heroic.—Schoolmaster.

Honored.

Some men
things that
public otiice
"honored at

their father, Hannibal Kneeland.

Mrs. A. D. Kilgore has gone to visit
lier daughter, Mrs. Arthur Richardson of

Denmark.

salaries in comparison with what are
paid to the managers of private corporations. The result is that the corporations get the best men and municipal ownership the lower price men.—
Boston Advertiser.

have such queer ideas of
they buy their way into
for the purpose of being;
the hands of their fellow

only refused him last month!
You

can

Mi, Ja. !
We shall have

name.

Every article with a RED
TAG will be sold at a bargain. Coats, Suits, Furs,
Hats and Children's GarSee our 19 and 38
ments.
cent tables
Every one
SATURDAY,
bargains.

"Please God," be began, "bless papa
and mamma, grandpa and grandma and
Aunt Edith and Uncle George and"—
A pause. His father, thinking to curtail the list of beneficiaries, softly Insinuated an "Amen." Not heeding the
interruption, the little supplicant drew
a long brcatb and continued, "And
Aunt Alice and Cousin Annie and—
and"— Again his father said "Amen."
This was more than flesh and blood
could stand, and. lifting his little bead,

JAN.
time.

L. M. Lunt & Co.,
Maxim Block, Market

"High tea" is said to be of American
trigin. The earliest mention of it, according to Dr. Murray, goes no further
back than IÛ50 In fact, tea us an aftIt is
ernoon meal is not much older.
thought to have originated in 1S37 In
the house of Mme. de Clrcourt, a Bus
elan ludy, whose salon in Paris was at
that time much frequented by the most
intellectual society of the day. The
fashionable dinner hours were then

a

I

conquer your cares more

quickly if you do not continually carry
ι long face.

Maine.

eHURTIiEFF A. CO.

A.

New Year.

Happy

for the favors and
many friends and patrons
and
wish
we
you all a Happy
patronage of the past year,
New Year. To begin the New Year right

Thanking

our

Prosperous

Girlhood" attributes the introduction of tiie afternoon meal into this
country to the then Duchess of Bedford. Fanuy Kemble paid a visit to
Belvolr castle in March, 1S42, and she

you will need

a

mysterious

F.

NHUBTLEFF A CO.

A.

F.

4
getting late, and she introduced a
o'clock light meal, at which tea was
served. Fanny Kemble in "Records of

relates how a

Square,

South Paris,

Afternoon Tea.

:

TllOriPQ

$2.00.

cents to

10

and sizes,

styles

standard

the

All
*

?" rar.mM*ine I?rmcr'5

Almanacs.

invitation was

received to the duchess' private

day only.

one

2,

Don't forget the place and

be exclaimed, with tears of indignation, "Papa, who's running this prayer;
you or me7"—Harper's Monthly.
k

a

Tag Sale

Red

relatives and friends, calling each by

—and Leavitt s, b cents each.

rooms,

small group of
where she found
friends partaking of tea in a private
and rather shamefaced way, and dates
the 5 o'clock meal from this time. But

Call for an Ayer's or Peruna Almanac—Free. Also
BILL
ACCOUNT BOOKS, RECEIPTS, NOTES,
PAPER, &c.
AT THE PHARMACY OF

ί
fl

it was several years later that the practice became general.-I-ondon Chron
icle.

φ

Tliruw Their Hiiraet.
"There ought to be a license system
or some scheme to prevent such a fellow driving a horse," déclarai a lover
of horses as a heavy truck horse fell
"That
In Broadw::y the other day.
biockhend m. <1· that hors·.·

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

F. A.

Driver· Who

F.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F.

NIII'RTLKFF A CO.

A.

«atBTLEFF 1 CO.

A.

Ignorant

fall. lie turned the animal so quickly
that he simply threw it off its feet.
Now several score of trucks will he
blocked until the horse gels on its feet,
and then ih<* driver will take it out of
the poor a:· mal by Jerking at the bit

or

beating

Buyers

stupidity."

it

N.

MAINE.

Cold Weather Clothing
for

I'inn.

men

men

heavy

$5.

25c. and

Fur

and

boys 50c.

Fur caps of Alaska seal $3.50.
Gloves and mittens for

upwards.
to

$1.50.

All

boys.

gloves.

grades and kinds 25c. to $2.25.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

I am stocked with another breed.
"What becomes of the others?"—New
York Times.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

The Memory Muchiiie.
Amnesia, or loss of memory. is chietly
interesting to the psychologists as
throwing some light on the nature of
memory itself. A perfect act of mem
ory consists of three distinct acts—preservation or fixation of certain states of
tiie uerve cells, rcproduutiou of these
ami, perhaps most remarkable of all.
recognition of them as reproductions in
Morbid states of the
their relations.
memory may refer to any of these
phases of an act which is as marvelous
as anything in nature. There are about
3.000,000.00(1 nerve cells lu the surface of the human brain. They never
die in health, and they are never re
placed or added to. This Is memory's

Marked Down.

time to get your new coat. If you come early you
will be able to find just about what you want at the reduced prices.

Now if

good

a

Olie Lot Misses' coats, long,

were

One liOl Ladies' coats, two thirds
One Lot Fur Scarfs of good fur,

machine.

After the Christmas rush
Kinds of goods. This year is

Tin· Dilettante Society.
An interesting old organization which
formerly existed In London—the Dilettante society— originated with certain
gentlemen who. having traveled in
Italy, tried to encourage at home what

/ery

we
no

$6.98

were

$5.00

now

length,

were

capas,

$5.00

$12.50

now

$10.00

$3.98

now

always have left
exception, and

remnants

of

nearly

all

have marked them

we

cheap.

they had enjoyed abroad. This society
of lovers of the line arts lasted 130
years. Walpole does nut seem to have
looked upon it with a very favorable
eye, I'pr he says, "The nominal qualification was to have been to Italy; the
real one was being drunk."

NORWAY, MAINE.
Useful articles make the best presents for the Holidays.

Aulmnln and Scaalckne··.

|

Suit Cases, Boston Bags, Wool
Street Blankets, and Fur Robes,

j Sleigh
*

In Skilled Labor.

Novelty to Him.
"Why do you always pick out the
lomellest women to talk to?"
"I never saw any before.
1 come
1 rom Cincinnati, you know."—Clnclnι latl Commercial Tribune.

warm.

one

Sweaters
$5. Pontiac frocks and shirts for $2.25.
men
For
colors.
$1.50 to
all weights, grades and
and
men
for
to
boys
r
F«
$2. Caps

be had in numbers sufficient to
supply all demands. I deal In dogs, and
yet the problem puzzles me.
"I only know that when pug dogs are
the correct tiling I have a large number. When the demand falls olT, I find

A

keep

to

This store is full of the latest and best. Plenty of
fur coats in dogskin, Russian calfskin, wombat,
and woolen coat·
etc., from $13 to $23. Canvas
lambskin, wide ulster collar, $3 to
lined with

can

Accounting For It.
"1 see." said his colleague, "that
:here were some questions asked at tbe
trial to which you didn't object."
"Were thereV" said the lawyer. "I'er1 îaps I was out of breath."—Puck.

Clothing

boys.

anil

Mufliers 25c.

"The organist's wife told me this
morning." said Mrs. Thornton, "that
several of the pipes of the organ were
3U t of order."
"Well." replied Mrs. Iladlcy. "1 hope
they'll get Mr. Jones, our old plumber,
to tlx them, and not those now plumb?m that have just set up on the corner."

Square,

Market

"Where do dogs which are out of
style go to?" asked a dog fancier. "We
have rages of poodles, pugs, coach
dogs. St. Bernards, bulldogs and grey,
hounds, and so oh. And. yet. as each
has his day the others disappear, and
has the
the one predominating sty!
walk. Where do the others go to?
"You can't make over a bulldog into
a poodle; you can't reduce the size of a
St. Bernard. And yet as <1 g fnsh'on*
call for a certain kind of a canine he

A French authority on seasickness
makes the statement that cattle and
giraffes are almost Immune. Monkeys
suffer considerably, but are cured by
Horses suffer
eating a raw onion.
much, and some of them die from Its
effects. Tigers and elephants are also
easily affected, whereas ice bears, accustomed to the movement of ice tires,
are never so happy as when on shipboard.

•

SOUTH

—

I.uMt

at

Dayton Bolster &, Co.
33

her listener blazed.
"I don't wonder yon feel as you do,"
replied the friend indignantly. "The
is perfectly
Idea! Why. that Mr.
What you want to do is to
horrid!
marry my husband and come and live
with us."—Plattsburg (Ν. Y.) Tribune.
the

use-

Departments

our

Reasonable Prices.

Woman.

doctor went to Utah to
practice. She was a pleasant lady as
well as skillful, and her patients were
said
very fond of her. "llow 1 wish."
one of them "that I could convert you
If you would only
to our re!L'ion!
live
marry my husband and come and
with us"—
The doctor tied in horror to another
friend to whom she told the story. Her
self respect began to revive and she
felt eomfoi\(d. seeing how the eyes of
woman

I.!Uv

find many

Holiday Gifts"

in all

New York Press.

tirnemm t'tah

A

can

ful and sensible

I·

"A man wouldn't trust an automobile to a Ι'··Ι!.ην who didn't know how
to run the ui.ichine, and the law would
to. but lie will trust his
not allow
horse to a boy who hasn't the first idea
of handling a horse. Half the drivers
of trucks and delivery wagous need
some elementary lessons in how to
drive, and most of the accidents on the
streets are due to their Ignorance and

Believed

Ill· liieoi:i|iletenenM.

Greene—Do you mean to say that
Miss Felcher said 1 had no head on me?
Gray—Well. If she didn't say that In
so many words she said substantially
the same thing. She told Daisy Brown
you were all heart.—Boston Transcript.

Norway Lake.
Evelyn Partridge is at home for the
citizens."—Exchange.
holidays.
Mrs. Ο. M. Cummings of Norway
Sad.
visited her sisters, Mrs. R. W. Knight peal.
Amy—Poor Mr. Billion lu\s been In
and Miss Ellen Partridge, last week.
The cities and towns which run their
Virgil Flood has gone to Rumford to own lighting plants pay very small railway smash and is sinking fast.
Bella—Dear me! How sad! And
work for Charles Roes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kneeland went to
Waterford recently to attend the funeral

as

many as odd from disease, but the
Black Watch, which had .'!(IU recruits
in its ranks, had only twenty-live casualties, Including the kill·, d in battle.

as

Barney Oldiield of Detroit, Mich.,
holds almost a dozen auto racing reclie is
ords of uatioual Importance,
plainly the American champion auto-

East Bethel.

Healthful (ortnme.

When I he Fraser highlanders landed
in North America in 1757, it was proposed to change file dress on account
of the cold winters and hot summers.
The otliceis successfully opposed this
and were ultimately justitied by the
highlanders being the healthiest soldiers in the aruiy. In the campaign in

at the dinner
last night." said Mrs. Oldcastle. "Your
husband is quite a raconteur."
"I kuow it. The doctor told Josiah
years ago that he'd stutT himself to
death, but he Just eats away as hearty

The correct name of the fast daughter of Anderson Wilkes, 2:22%, is not
Gracie Ivellnr. as usually given, but
Grace Keller. 2:10Vj.
It looks as if "Terrible Terry," like
Jim Corbett. out of consideration for
his knuckles, will have to beg the
privilege of bandages very soon.

James Murphy, recently stepped a
half on the New York speedway In
0:37M.·. How fast could he step on the
Memphis track?

claimants in the lawsuit wore the descendants of the archer.

"I was

bout.

busy to race."
Don Derby, 2:04'4, driven by his

from a neighboring pond a frog was
heard to croak. The king seized upon
a solution and declared that whichever
could hit the frog, aiming only by ear.
should gain the prize. One of the archers transfixed the frog witii the arrow.
So delighted was the monarch tliut. I>esides the original prize, lie gave to the
winner an estate of ΓίΟ.ΟΟΟ acres. The

Γη reforme»!.

You lip Corbett's next fight takes
place Dec. 21» lu Sau Francisco. He
uiccts Kddie llaulon in a tweuty round

There was a supper and Christmas tree
at the Centre at the Christian church
with a goodly company.
The scholars from away are at home
for the Christmas time.
Alice A.
Stearns from Wellesley; Jessie A. Chapand
Bessie
man,
Virgil Horr,
Knight
from Fryeburg; Leola M. Noyes from
Norway; Truman Stearns, Frank Cushman, Grace Plummer from North Bridgton; Althea Farnham from Bridgton.
By the breaking of a bridle chain one
of Preston Charles1 horses was injured
recently. He bought another to take
its place during recovery.
The roads are dangerous .for man ot
beast on account of the ice.

Two KamtiuM Archer·.

A curious lawsuit regarding the ownership of lands was tried recently in
Ceylon. The trouble originated at an
archery competition held by King Parakrauia Bahu VI., who ruled over Ceylou in the fifteenth century, in which
there were two champions who outdistanced all ti»e rest and alike hit every
mark that was submitted to them. The
king was about to divide the prize when

Λ

Ladies' Furnistiing House.1

The La«t Straw.
It was Saturday night, and owing to
the temporary absence of bis wife It
fell to Mr. Brown to attend to the
usual process of giving bis eight-yearold son a bath and putting hlin to bed
He had left his evening paper with a
man's reluctance and bad hurried mat
ters along with more speed than the
little chap was accustomed to. How- ;
ever, be endured It all without a proteat until it came to the prayer. It was
bis habit after "Now I lay me" to ask
the divine blessing upon a long list of

a

"Merry, Merry,
Stillman Morse, a veteran of the Civil
Grafton.
War, died suddenly Wednesday morning.
Mr. Morse had been a great sufferer for
We wish you all a bright and "nappy
years, and was obliged to take morphine New Year."
to alleviate his pain, and having been
Ernest Farrar went to Randolph, N. it should I shall certainly avail myself
troubles.
suffering more than usual for the past H., Thursday, to spend Christmas with of it," the painter observed. "Will
Rumford Falls.
week, and in a low and weakened con- his sisters and their families.
said Nelson, pouring out bump
We recently called on Mrs. Brooks, you,"
Hon. Albert Daggett, who died Satur- dition, he took an over-dose of the drug
and
era
touching his glass violently
than
more
three
his
who
which
caused
death.
Funeral
servthe aged lady
day morning, the 10th, w;.ut the conMr. West?
tractor who furnished the oostal cards ices were held at the Baptist church at weeks ago was so unfortunate as to fall against West's—"will you,
We found her as Then I hope I shall die In the next batfor the government. He had been here 10 a. M. The remains were carried to and break her leg.
and
comfortable as could be expected, save tle." ne sailed a few days la
less than two years, haviNg on his Rumford for interment.
Dana Whitman of Everett, Maes., is for the discomforts and suffering inci- West painted "The Death of Nelson."—
previous contracts been locatftd at Derby.
dent upon her close confinement and London Chronicle.
Ct., and Piedmont, W. Va. 'He was a visiting relatives in town.

Frank Littlehale
is collecting the
cream on this route now as Charles Stevens has given up the job and is drawing
lumber and wood for Joseph Moody.
F. E. Gowell has sent off this fall over
400 pounds of poultry.
Miss Hattie Abbott is visiting her sister, Mrs. Cora Seven.
*
While attending State Grange in Water·
Brownfleld.
ville we were glad to meet an old friend
It is raining hard this Thursday afterand schoolmate, H. R. Dunham, who is
1
noon.
a prosperous
merchant of what
the
Christmas tree and entertainment this
Mayor, Mr. Davis, calls the gem city of
at Memorial Hall.
the Kennebec. He makes a specialty of evening
Mr. Peabody and daughters have gone
gents' furnishings and carries a stock to New
Hampshire for an indefinite
of $20,000 in value.
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowe and little grandson
Denmark.
have gone to Peabody, Mass., to spend
*
Mr. Dudley S. Perkins still remains
the winter.
very sick.
sick
ones in tpwn are
Nearly all the
Mr. Will Ordway is running the boiler
and engine at the logging camp of Mi. improving.
Brooks
is
Harry
doing quite a good
A. D. Fessenden.
deal in the lumber business.
There was a Christmas tree at the
Mrs. Linecott has been confined to the
East Denmark church Thursday evening
house a number of days on account of a
with a large attendance and many presbad cold.
ents, among them a sum of money for
Mr. John Bradeen of Porter vas at J.
the pastor.
L. Frink's office this week.
At Odd Fellows' Hall Friday evening,
Mr. Granville, who has been quite
there was a Christmas tree. At an
sick at his home in Porter, has so far rehour
hall
was
the
with
early
packed
covered as to be able to com rat nee his
people. A large nunber of beautiful school again this week
Monday.
presents were brought for the children
and presented by Santa Claus. Music,
East
Waterford,
readings, etc., was the order of the
evening.
Alton Ames is at home from DennysRev. H. W. Palmer, pastor of the ville for the
holidays.
Congregational church, was remembered
Will Chadbourne and Harry Kill have
with an envelope containing a sum of
one to Bethel to work on a timber lot
money.
Ir. Chadbourne and George Stevens
bought. Mr. Stevens will go a little
Mills.
later. They expect to have a :rew of
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Cross had a Christ- fifteen.
mas tree at their home Friday evening
Elsie Sanderson is home on a fortand entertained a few friends besides
light's vacation.
their own family.
The old fashioned sings have been reMr. and Mrs. Walter Swift also had a rived. There have been several
pleasChristmas tree. Mrs. Swift's father, int
gatherings
Hon. Ε ben Rand, and daughter, of Leeds,
Henran Hill is working for L. M.
were with them.
Sanderson getting off timber.
Charlie Lowe is sick with a bad cold.
Skinner Bros, want the addition to
Eben Lowe has his second yoke of ι ;heir barn for
cows, not corn.
oxen.
F.
L. Edwards and Charlie
Mrs. Clara (Gilson) Hodgman of Med·
Lowe went to"Ketchum" for them Mon· ι
Mass..
has
been at J. W. Atherbrd,

Locke's

The Epicurean Badrtr.
The badger la a great epicure in egg·,
ftnd much of tbe hostility of gamekeepers to this animal lies undoubtedly
in the fact that It will, when it gets the
chnnce. devour a whole nest of partridge or pheasant eggs. Badgers are
said also to be fond of hoiiey, and,

West Paris.
Mary Adalene, the little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Mann, died Mon*
day of last week after a brief Ulnee* of
bowel tronble, aged nearly 4 months. The
family have much sympathy in their
sudden sorrow. Little Mary was an ater.
in the
Mr. J. W. Dyer, a former teacher in tractive and promising child and
she
the academy, now of Bethlehem, Pa., white casket wreathed with flowers,
The
has been the guest of friends the past looked as if but sweetly sleeping.
Bridgham
Rev.
fanerai service was conducted by
week.
ton.
tender
The chair shop has shut down for a D. F. Nelson, who spoke a few
Mollie Cole is at home iron* her studwords. The burial was in
ies in Weetbrook, Howard P. Shaw from short time for the annual taking account appropriate
at
Grove
in
Pine
Cemetery
lot
the Mann
Boston, and Clara Withington, Ethel of stock.
with Norway.
The etreets have been lively
Wyman, Wilber Caldwell anc> Bridgham
Christmas passed off pleasantly in our
Nulty from Hebron, are having vacations. Christmas shoppers the past week.
a number of
A Christmas tree was unloaded at the
Many of the pupile of Gould Academy town. There were quite
visitors who enjoyed the Christmas
Baptist church Christmas eve, after went to their homes to spend the
which Mildred Shaw gave a party for Christmas recess.
good cheer. The Christmas exercise
church
The Bowdoin boys from Bethel and Wednesday evening at the Baptist
the young people.
Maine Uni- passed off very successfully and was
those who are

Buckfleld.
THE OXFORD BKAB3,
To-day la Christmaa morn, (and I am
The ©rford Semocrat, THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL atayingin for a time, owing to indie position, while big boys and small boys are
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
making merry sliding dowfj Loring'a
Hill, passing my home with a rumble on
Paris Hill.
the icy road.
School closed Wednesday* Mr. Gay
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, DEC. 29, 1903.
first Btipilot Church. Rev. Η. H. Bishop,
going to his home in Casco, and Miss
Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
to visit her parent* In LewisESTABLISHED IAS.

«

Heaters

Robe.

My prices

are as

or

a

Baby Sleigh

usual the lowest.

FAVOR, Sra85es°sfstthoerIucker

IAMES N.

Θ1 Main flit.» Norway, Maine.
OUK fcTORE IS FULL OF

ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR.
Our stock is
■

I

1

Our

prices

You

can

larger

are

and

more

always right.

complete

than

We also carry

ever
a

before.

full line of

rrunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
find useful

SMILEY

NORWAY,

gifts

here.

SHOE

!. N. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone

112-3.

Yours

Residence 112-12.

truly,

STORE,
MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

(Srtord

flu

NORWAY.

Murder at Rumford Falls.

Earle Ε. Stuart is at home from Bos
for a few days' Christinas vacation

Democrat

ton
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COMFORT AND HEALTH
Demand Warm Clothes
In Cold Weather.

■

You

_

&r.

Zt.

]

these

can

afford
It's

prices.

„,

of

to wear cne

cheaper

to

buy

than

now

WINTER SUITS

new

our

at

take chances with the cold

to

weather.

OVERCOAT)
Good Winter Suit,
Your

$5

to $18.

too, is

subject worth considering.

a

Warm Overcoats,
$5

Fur Coats,

■

>

STORES.

BLUE

to $16.

$IO to $45.

ULSTERS, REEFERS, LAMB SKIN COATS, UNDERWEAR.
CAPS, GLOVES, MITTENS.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

■

NO!

SOUTH PARIS.

—

anunoccupied

ΐΓο?

^Mr.6

T'\t

We

CURES CATARRH.

have

now
:

^^

:

:

:

full line of

a

:

Fleeced and

^^

Underwear.

Muslin

j

:

ALL PRICES.

SEE OUR LINE.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS.

MARKET SQUARE,

■

.A._K.

Sm

KXs

j

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

j

\rtemas

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

|

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me
9V A. Main Street.

Mentlou this paper.

■

_

—

sub-1

'John

or|

·®|,ζ

I

un,lerth^1,^X-

Application

LOST.

lagu.

HIRAM

Vh;an-

January,
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prices
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Greene

J·»
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prevailing
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<"'>!·»

Jheunm^

S//0&

WOA/XN

J

"strictly

approval.

!I

up-to-date

"ing,

I1

•"Upe."

CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
2\Γ. B.

BBRXjIN AND OORHAM,

QUAKER RANGE

Of Course

tombât

hè
snÎithwas

In any

Ε

Ple\skUg

J

exhibition.

J

wii

ÎSTsiirtj-

on

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

"«Τ

governing

I"

large photos

Bankrupt's

«s|

J", iid.rea

Miss Libby of Norway, will open the COTTAGE STUDIO, Jan. i, with a splendid free offer
of an Oxford Panel or the Pans Portrait with
every dozen of S3.00 Cabinets.
We shall have some fine samples of these

ÛÏÎhfirri"

stylish

I
■

high-grade

everywhere.

J. F. PLUMMER,

attorney^or

The nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL

to remove
on

are

they

as

easy

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

'"d

put

50 cts.. w„k

Variety Store. Norwty.
PROBATE NOTICE*.

either of the eetatt-s
To all penton* Interested In
hereinafter D&med :
at Patin, In an·! for
At a Probate Court,
24th <lay of Dec., In
the County of Oxford, on the
thousand
one
of our Lord
the
year
following matter
the
three,
and
nine hundred
action
thereupon
the
having been presentedIt for
Orukrku :
hereinafter Indicated, Is herebyall
persons InThat notice thereof be given to
of this order to be
a
copy
eauslng
tereeted, by
In the Oxsuccessively
published three weeks
at South
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
at a
appear
may
that
they
Parla, in said County,
at farts, on the
Probate Court to be held
nine of the
at
0.1904,
▲.
Jan
third Tuesday of
thereon If
clock in the forenoon, and be heard
they see cause:
of FryeMARTHA H. FARRINQTON, late
for probate
burg, deceased; will and petition
the
thereof presented by William H. Hatch,
executor therein named.
deceased;
COLUMBIA COLE, late of Paris,
will and petition for probate thereof presented
named.
therein
executor
by Waiter L. Uray, the
said Court.
ADDI80N B. HBRB1CK, Judge of
A true oopy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate

CHARLES F. DAY, late of Hiram,
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. AU persons having
demande against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thoreto are requested to make paydent lmmedlatelv
LLEWELLYN A. WADS WORTH.
Dec. 13th, IMS.

In the

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

The special committee on Salaries and Pees
will give & public hearing at the court bouse So.
Parts, on wed. Dec. SOst st 9 a. M. on the salaries and fees of the Oxford County oOdaU.
UEO. G. WEEKS, Cbalrmaa.
F. J. ALLEN, Secretary.

SALESMEN WANTED SKLÏS
or

Oxford and adjacent counties.
commission. Address
In

Salary

TH.V.CW.O.LOOJJPflk

Ivors & Pom Pianos.

A Hard Struggle.
It's

Expaad·».

The C«H<ierT»i*rjr

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music io the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 bj Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
develop^], a few Ivers A I'ond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers Λ
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers «ft Pond pianos, making
a total of 29Θ.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

hard

a

South Paris, Oxford

Me.

County,

At>rnne> »end!n«: a sketch «η<1 description msy
quickly ascertain our opu.k.a frto whether aii
invention is probnhlr r»tent«b<e. (Vinmunlra•|i>usMrictly oi.-.UUcn'l.J. li.iiidl-ookon ('«tenta
sent free. >l<U'*t tun-r. -r for •<-< uri::1i ntente.
Piitcnt* t.titi-M throu^'U Mumi A Co. receive
iptcuU n»tu·». wit hout ch«r«e. m tuo

Scientific American.

with the

life

heavy burdens
of kidney ills.
The constantly
aching back
weariness—Distressing urin—

The

ary disorders—All yield quickly

to

Doan's
Kidney Pills,

A Modern Medicine for
Every Kidney 111.
Mr. T.

any.
stood ou my feet
my loins. If i
across my
length of time. I felt the pain
numb.
became
legs
back more and my
so bad that
When the paiu in my back got
plasters,
I could stand it no longer, 1 put on but
they
and 1 used a great many of them,
I also
relief.
me
temporary
only afforded
but they did
used medicines of all kinds,
Doan's Kidney
not reach the cause. I «aw
rills advertised, and so well recommended,
a trial, aud
them
to
Induced
give
was
I
that
store. They
I got them at Andrew's drug
After the treatrelief.
immediate
me
gave
of my
ment I seldom felt any symptoms
1 did I took a
former troubles, but when
soon
It
and
Pills
few of Doan's Kidney
were not so
left me. My rheumatic pains
lantired,
severe, and I did not have that
energy In doing
guid feeling. I had more credit
Doan's
to
the
my work and give all
Pills. They did me a great deal

Kidney
recommendgood, and I feel Justified In and reliable
ing them to others as a good
medicine."
all drag*
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by
Foster-MUburn Co*
gists: 50 cents per box.
1".
Buffalo, X.
of

A handsomely :llu*tmted weekly. l.j»ivest elrnilftttoii f hit mien title Journal. Term». t3 ·
yenr: four mont lis, |L Sold by nil news«l«wler*.

New York
S Co.36,B~«->
!HUNN
Κ 8t_ Waihliwtoa. D. C.
Branch Office,

&

w.

Boys Wanted
who

about 16 years of age

boys

Several

strong and who wish

are

opportuuity

an

to learn the shoe busi-

J. WALDO

are

NASH,

Taxidermist,

Licensed

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS

Mall order·

Ν. H.
application.

A LOW PRICE
—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

promptly filled.

I

trustworthy companion.

An American poet received a letter
and became bishop of Koine.
A French cook received a letter
which made him a con mander.
No. .'Ut.V—(huraiir.
Take the same little word for my first
and my t-iird;
In the middle place two letters more.
Which will K've a short term which Is
frequently heard
When children their mothers Implore.
My whole Is a fruit

Which epicures love;

The name you can guess·
As you read the above.
No. 31m.—1Word Hulldin*.
1. A vowel. 2. Partjof an irregular
verb. 3. I'aft of the body. 4. Seldom
seen in a town. Ô. Timbers of an edifice. 0. One who make's an occupation
of cultivating land.
31*7.—Xorel

No.

3

1

tyl«|tonaIa.
»...

■«··■·«♦»····
«

···»■·«·

#···
·

«

«

•

··#·

· ·

...

4

From 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4. a cele
bra ted novelist: from 3*to 2, arrays.
Crosswords (left ban·! side): 1. Deceived. 2. Not so long.· 3. To frighteu
suddenly. 4. A féminité stage player.
5. Shrubs that the auci >nts considered
sacred to Venus, ti. An umpire. 7.
One of the titles of the 4ate Queen Vic-

toria.
Crosswords (right hat'd sldet: 1. One
2. Capable of exciting
who dreams.
laughter. 3. To cover with a hard
A substance
4. Becomes ill.
case.
G. To
which will dissolve another.

j">.

pertain

7.

charm by sorcery.
lations.

No. 30S.—A Fuuuum

near

re-

Ku.'jtIInIi Iltlldiiiu

and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure:
Sotties only. «1.00 Sbe hoidlm 2K times tfcettM
4sa. which (alls for 50c
Prepared fey a. α DeWITT * CO.. OMtOAO·
Sold

m

S.

by K. A. Shurtlyff AjCo.

RICHARDS,

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

m

CATARRH

give

I'm laid for street

Give* Relief at once.
it cleanses, soothes

person.
4. A hard protuberance.

ind heals the diseased
It cures
membrane.
and
drives
catarrh
tway a cold In the

îdC'&J'JîCOLD'i HEAD

protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses ol
Taste and Smell. Full 81se, 30 cents, at I >rug<lets or by mail. Trial size 10 cents, by mall.
ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren Street, New York.

Wf want to find

housekeeper

for

an

elderly gentle-

40 to 60 preWork will not be hard.

man, a woman from

ferred.

particulars apply

to

Selectmen of Norway.

Special

Club Offer.

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer that
best of all agricultural papers

The Now England Farmer
in connection with

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT
$2.25 per year in advance. Subscriptions may begin now and will be sent
until Jan. 1,1905. The only condition
attaching to this proposition is that all

at

subscriptions
new ones.

to

I will furnish LHM>KS ana WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

the Farmer

shall be

Address or call at the office of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

If In want of any kind of Klnlsh for Inside or
Fine Lum
OuUlde work. sen. I In your orders
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.

and Job Work.

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Wednesday, Jan. 13th, 9 A. M. to

Eyes

tloor.

Squnrr.

1. Face of the sun. uioon or planet.
2. A useful metal.
3. A tune or air performed by one

El/s Cream Balm

a

iVnm.

a;id

HMI.—Word

No.

W. I lllMM.I It.

Builders' Finish !

\ι». 30!».—Κ it

My whole's of sound ;* quality;
Tailless. a hundred weight
Pull twenty times I'm'found to be
Again, remove my «ι te.
And I'm u single, lonesome tiling;
A unit—nothing inor
Restore my head, prefix an "s."

<iali«faction

MAINE.

Planing, Sawing

Paiilr.
A youth received a Iwtter which made
hiui a guide to naviga ors.
An inteusely wicked* person received
a letter and was transformed into α
No. 3JM.—PoMtmnn'·

Kodol Digests What Yoa Est

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

beverage.

trouble «ad «as la s had state as I had heart trouble
with ft. I took Kadol Dyspepsia Cur· for about ta·
ombUs and It cared me.

For

ON

leave a pronoun.
0. Curtail the pronoun and leave a

2

heart. This interferes with the action of
the heart, and in the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D.KsaMe.(f Nevada. O.. says: I had stomach

m

Supplies.

—

4. Curtail tbe preposition and leave
a man of genius.
5. Behead the man of genius and

OPTICIAN,

R·cords, Blanks, Horns, and

on

preposition.

Pari», .He.

Weak
Hearts

FOR

Pill*
Catalogues sent

1. Behead a
person given to unlawful arts.
2. Syncopate and transpose tbe person and leave a suiall portion.
3. Transpose the portion and leave a

mm,

p.

Κ Ε ΛΕ D Υ

Beriin,

MrUfriiili.
kind of rod and leave a

No. 35)3.—Eu a y

SUPPLIES !

open to Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine el ever
one hundred people who have heart trouble
smart, capable boys.
can remember when it was simple IndirecIt la a scientific (act that all cases of
tion.
Apply at once to
heart disease. not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result of IndiCHASE, MERRITT CO.,
gestion. All food taken Into the stomach
Mechanic Falls, Me.
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
•wells the stomach, puffing it up against the

Good positions

ness.

All Kinds of Pies.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

43 .Haln St., South

IN SHOE FACTORY.

Column, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Maine

struggle to fight
the battles of

H. Hughes, of Saxtona River, Vt,
by H. F. Locke & Co., say»: "My
From the Boston Herald, the leading employeddid not act properly for years, and
kidneys
For two or three
newspaper of New England, in its issue it gradually grew ou uie.
uie very much with a
of July 13, 19U2.
years they troubled
back and in
dull, achlug paiu across uiy
for

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,

Uormpoadenoe on topic· of Interest to the ladli »
U toficUed. Addres·: Editor HoiMiH**·'

Examined free.

Eastern Steamship Company.

Ν·. 401.—Muiuerlcnl OiuInkIoiin.

I am composed of eleven letters aud
am a

garden

cress.

Omit 1. 2. 3. 4. Γ», «ι itn«! leave herbage.
Omit 7. S, 9, lu, 11 antf leave a spice.
No. 40g.—Auiim We Know.
This Ann lives very r'ur off.
This Ann lives close by.
This Ann is never ht're.
This Ann coines oncc a year.
This Ann pulls thinjw to pieces.
This Ann swallows things whole.

t£a*>' Kuiitych.
"Joliunie," asked his father of a little
kindergarten pupil. "dotyou know bow

to make

a

Maltese

cross/?"

"Yes, sir, I sho' do."
"Well, tell u»e how you do it."
"Why, you just »t«v> on her tall.

That's all."

The Cuatom of

th,· Country.
A traveler met a man barefoot auil
asked. "Is it the custom»of this country
for the men to uo witho it shoes
"Waal." was the drawling reply,
"some of us dues, but most of us 'tends
to our own business."
Key to the

Pussier.

No. 380.—Word Stjuan·: 1. Elbow. 2.
Larch. 3. Brace. 4. Oc,.-ur. Γ». Whore.
No. 387.—Picture Puzxle: A stitch in
time saves nine.
No. 3S8.- Enigma: Hoiest.
No. 3S0.—Λ Thanksgiving Dinner.
Fish (U.tiudtou Fish). '1'urkey. Lamb.
Potato, Corn (Cornwall!*). Beet (beat).
Pumpkin Pie. Hickory muts). Orange?
(East and South).
No. IWO.—Charade: Man hat-tan.
No. 31)1.—A Novel Zigzag: Alfred
Tennyson: The Lotus Eaters. Crosswords 1. Act. 2. Heel. 3. Fate. 4.
Layer. 5. Echo. (5. Tanned. 7. Thou.
8. Stone.
0. Nine.
l!o. Allen. 11.
14.
It». Order.
12. Egress.
Yacht.
Awoon.
Additions:
302.
No.
D-anuer.
D-andy. I)-rear.
—

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinin^ Tablets cure
No Cure, uo Pay.
a cold in one day.
Price 25 cent·.
·

This may seem a strange subject to
recommend to oar readers when so many
warnings have been uttered and written
against the delectable, but alas, indigestible pie. Some writers go so far as to
declare it utterly unfit to put into the
stomach of a human being. But then,
know, people do not always wait to
nd out all about a subject before denouncing it, and probably these writers
There
were unfortunate in their cooks.
is a world of difference between the
wholesomeness, or lack of it, of a well
and an ill-made pie. And if properly
put together and baked thoroughly it is
not nearly as harmful as many other desserte which most people indulge in freely
without fear of ill effects. Pies, however, should be served in their proper
lace, which is decidedly not on the
reakfast table for which meal they are
absolutely unsuited, and, unless in the
form of a meat or oyster pie, should
never make the
principal dish at time back again.
luncheon. Given below are a few thorBut the real is mistaken for the seeming
oughly tested recipes for this old fash- so. What self-made Americans such as
ioned, but ever popular dainty.
give ub their autobiographies at biennial
MEAT PIE WITH POTATO CRUST.
periods in the Congressional Record
to return to the
Chop any kind of cold meat quite fine, would actually care
in an attic
season it and moisten with gravy, stock aboriginal condition, sleep
Put this in a through whose roof the snowflakes blow
or butter and hot water.
to
fetch the
out
winter nights and go
pudding dish and cover smoothly with on
mornthe mashed potato left from yesterday's cows or the milking early of frosty
feet on the
dinner. Brush over the top of the pota- ings, warming their bare
had rested their
to crust with beaten egg or cream. Bake spots where the kine
the night hours?
half an hour. If the meat should not be great hot sides during
No millionaire even in moments of pervery tender, it is better to stew it before
would really want to
making the pie, and, the water it is plexity and gout
cooked in can be used to pour over it in exchange to-day for yesterday.
Consider the age in which we live and
the pie. It is quite appetizing to add a
sliced onion and two tablespoonfuls of we need say nothing about such hackneyed themes as locomotives and steamcanned tomatoes to the filling.
ehips, and telegraphs and telephones.
AND TOMATO PIE.
MUTTON
The poor fellows who were wounded at
Slice six pared tomatoes, and put a Brandywineand Germantown had to pass
layer on the bottom of a deep pudding through the surgeon's hands without
dish ; then put a layer of slices of cold anicethetics. Robert Morris complains
his
mutton and dredge over it salt, pepper, in his Diary that one whole day at
and flour. Alternate this way until you home at Lemon Hill, on the Schuylkill,
reach the top of the dish when the last was wasted because his chimney smoked.
France the
layer must be tomato. Roll two crack- Franklin, when he went to of
Pennsylers fine and sprinkle over the top of this. last time, old in the service
Moisten with gravy. Bake one hour. vania and the colonies, was so exhausted
This pie is also very good covered with by the tedious voyage in a sailing vessel
a plain pie crust instead of the crackers, that he could scarcely leave the ship.
which can be made as follows: Rub a For as the passengers had had no
had
large spoonful of salt and one-half cup meat except for a dolphin which
of lard into one quart of flour, then wet been caught over the ship's side.
When the capital of the United States
with cold water, just enough to make a
soft paste, roll this on a floured board was changed from Philadelphia to Washuntil one-half an inch thick, spread ington in 1801 President John Adams'
lightly with butter, fold up and roll out household furniture was transported by
again, making the crust not as thick as wagon over such horrible roads that it
Mrs.
was nearly all broken in transit.
you do for fruit pies.
Adams, on arriving there, had to send to
PLAIN CRUST FOR MEAT OR CHICKEN
Georgetown, three or four miles away,
PIES.
for her marketing, and
One pint of flour, two teaspoonfuls of who could fell the trees and cut them inof
to stove lengths to keep the White House
baking powder, half a teaspoonful
salt. Wet with milk just enough to warm, had to be imported from Philadelmake it stiff enough to roll out.
phia. It took Charles Thompeon about
ten days to go from New York to Mount
GOOD PIE CRUST.
Vernon to notify Washington of his elecTake two cups of fine or pastry flour tion to the Presidency, and the Father of
and a little salt, and rub into it lightly His Country the same time to repair to
The
half a cup of lard; use just enough very New York for the inauguration.
cold water to bind it together. For the jurist, James \\ ilson, Robert Morris,
with but- General Mifflin, and several other distinupper crust, roll thin and rub
ter, folding twice and keeping the board guished Philadelphians, during the Revoa third
this
do
well dredged with flour;
lution, had to take refuge in Wilson's
time, using in all half as much butter as house and defend it with shotguns against
lard. Oue heaping teacupful of sifted the Pennsylvania militia merely because
flour is sufficient for an ordinary pie they were men of property and wealth.
with two crusts.
The government of the United States,
late in the war, had to move out of
LEMON PIE.
Philadelphia root and branch and take
one
one
One cup of sugar,
heap- shelter
egg,
at Princeton because about a
of
butter
of
flour, piece
ing teaspoonful
hundred discharged soldiers from up the
rind
and
size of a walnut, juice
grated
state were marching to the city to collect
of one lemon; stir all together and add a small sum which
they said was due
nix tablespoons of milk and bake im- them for
military service.
in
two
crusts.
mediately
In the closing years of the eighteenth
century what was called the plague
ORANGE PIE WITH MEIUNOUE.
over Philadelphia every summer,
Juice and grated peel of one orange, swept
decimatingthepopulation, and'within the
one small cup of sugar, yolks of three
memory of most of us yellow fever was a
eggs, one tablespoonful of cornstarch, common visitant in American coast
made smooth in a little cold milk, little
cities in hot weather. It was not long
piece of butter. Line the pie plate with before the Revolution that women were
crust and fill with this mixture. Bake
burned as witches in Massachusetts, and
until done. Beat the whites of the eggs
even in free America, were perseand place ou top, putting back in oven a men,
cuted for their religious views. It is
moment or two, to set.
not a half century since millions of our
MOCK CHERRY PIE.
fellow beings were slaves, the absolute
One cup of cranberries, cut in two. property of their masters, and most of
half a cup of raisins stoned and chopped, us can recollect when savage Indians
half a cup of boiling water, one table- were still killing and scalping women
spoonful of flour, one cup sugar, one and children onthethe frontiers.
Talk about
good old times when
teaspoonful vanilla, small piece of buta bushel and cotton brought
ter; mix the butter and flour together wheat was $3
and add hot water, then the cranberries 1ΰ cents a pound, if you like, but rememand raisins and cook five or ten minutes ber who oats the bread and who wears
the cotton cloth. Remember, too, how
before filling the pie.
men worked hard for twelve or thirteen
PIES.
SQUASH
hours a day to earn less than a dollar.
Pare, boil and sift a good, dry squash. Picture it all in roseate hues, but mix
To one quart of the squash pour on two the colore so that you get truth as well
of boiling milk, and then stir in two as brightness. "The good old times"
Let them
scant cups of sugar, two teaspoonfuls of have gone never to return.
salt, one of cinnamon, one grated nut- go and be glad of it.
Line
meg, and five well-beaten eggs.
CAUTION!
deep plates with plain paste, fill with
This is not a gentle word—but when
the mixture and bake one hour in a
moderate oven.
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
MINCE PIES.
known and a remedy that has had tho
take
six
shank
of
beef
hours,
up
Boil a
largest sale of any medicine in the world
and set away to cool, save the liquor for since 180$ for the cure and treatment of
with.
meat
the
moisten
to
and
soup
Consumption and Throat and Lung
When cold take out all the bones and troubles without losing its great popucut off all the fat and gristle; then chop larity all these years, you will be thanktine. To one quart of chopped meat add ful we called your attention to Boschee's
three of chopped apple, one pint of German Syrup. There are so
many
chopped suet, one quart of chopped ordinary cough remedies made by drugmoone
of
raisins, one quart of sugar,
gists and others that are cheap and good
lasses, half a cup of cinnamon, one for light colds perhaps, but for severe
of
cloves, one-quarter Coughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especialquarter of a cup
cup allspice, one quarter cup ground ly for Consumption, where there is diffisix
mace,
grated nutmegs, half a cup of cult expectoration and coughing during
salt. Mix this very thoroughly, and then the nights and mornings, there is nothadd six quarts of good cider and let the ing like German Syrup. The 25 cent
mixture stand over night. In the morn- size has just been introduced this year.
ing cook one hour in an enamel or por- Regular size 75 cents. F. A. Shurtleff
celain kettle. This mixture can be put ά Co.
and
away in a stone pot, in a cool place,
if well covered will keep monthe and
"Come, Harry," said his mother, "it's
can be used as wanted to fill the pies. time all good little boys were in bed."
Bake the pies one hour in a moderate "But, mamma," rejoined the little feloven.
low, "you said I was naughty to-day, so
that let's me out."
APPLE PIE.

Ïou

Ε

fresli

wood-choppers,'

DEEP I'lSH

Take a pudding dish and invert a teadish
cup in the center of it. Fill in the
with apples cut up tine until you get to
the top of the cup. Season with sugar
and nutmeg and cut up small pieses of
butter and place at intervale all over the
top. Put on an upper crust and fasten
tightly on the edges. Now cut across
on the top of the cup and fold the edges
away, pressing tightly against the cup.
ff the apples are not very juicy, add a
little cold water to the dish. When the
pie is served, slip a knife around the top
of the cup to loosen the crust, and remove the cup from the dish; it will be
found that the cup is full of juice and
the apples beautifully steamed, as the
loosened juice rushes among them. This
pie is particularly recommended for
children on account of the absence of an

under crust.

Livery Stock for Sale !

bicycle

pairs

DECORATE,
"Every

Inch

King."

May—"Did Clara's husband leave her
much when he died?" Belle—"He left
enough to make her comfortable, but
not enough to get her a second husband."

"Is this a good place for trout?" inthe angler, who had just arrived.
"It seems to be," replied the other, who
had been Ashing patiently for hours.
"They don't appear to be disposed to
leave it."

quired

axative Rromo

f

Quinine

CurnaCoMtaOiwDiy·Grfptn2 Day*

through

driving

W.J Wheeler,

Jewel,

WJ

The pleasant to take and harmless One
Minute Cough Cure gives immediate relief in all cases of Cough, Croup and
Grippe because it does not pass immediately into the stomach, but takes
effect right at the seat of the trouble.
It draws out the inflammation, heals and
soothes and cures permanently by enabling the lungs to contribute pure lifegiving and life-sustaining oxygen to the
blood and tissues. Dr. Armstrong of
Delia, Tex., prescribes it daily and says
there is no better cough remedy made.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

KENTUCKY PIES.

Heavy Team Horses.

May

GOOD FOR CHILDREN.

KODOL DYSPEPSIA CURE
Steam six large tart apples and run
them through a colander; stir in while Digests all classes of food, tones and
the stomach and digestive
hot, one spoonful butter; when cool, strengthens
stir in the yolks of three eggs, the rind organs. Cures Dyepepsia, Indigestion,
rich
and juice of one lemon, and one teacup Stomach Troubles, and makes
Kodol
etrength.
of sugar, which have been beaten to- blood, health and
Cure rebuilds wornout tissues,
gether. Bake in a moderate oven forty Dyepepsia
minutes, in a deep plate, as squash pies. purifies, strengthens and eweetens the
stomach. Gov. G. W. Atkinson, of West
APPLE WASHINGTON PIE.
Virginia, says, "I have used a number
Two large apples grated, whites of two of bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and
of half a have found it to be a very effective and,
eggs, large cup of sugar, juice
lemon, beat this until thick and white indeed, a powerful remedy for stomach
of
Washing- ailments. I recommend it to my friends."
and spread between layers
ton pie (which is really a plain jelly Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

PORTLAND DIVISION.
W.—They tell me, Professor, that you
Κ educed Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland
Maicbeti Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
mastered all the modern tongues."
Staterooms $1.00 to $1.50. have
to Boston.
Professor—"All but two—my wife's and
Steamers leave Franklin wharf, PortE. W.
mother's!"
India wharf, Boston, daily ex- her
Main·. land, and
West Sr. πι nor
THE LONE STAR iSTATE.
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
Freight always as low as other lines.
in Texas at Yoakum, is a big
Down
of
this
Com
All freight via the steamers
firm of which Mr. J. M. Haller
pany is insnred against Fire and Marine dry goods
is the head. Mr. Haller «η one of his
Risk.
trips east to buy goods said to a friend
T. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin who was with him in tie palace car,
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4
Wharf, Portland, Me.
"Here, take one of these' Little Early
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l. Risers upon retiring and you will be up
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
and then heap some on top.
early in the morning feeling good." For cake)
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc. Manager.
the "dark brown" taste, headache and
Berry pies or even apple pies can be
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A. that
Will lease stable to run livery busilogy feeling DeWitt's Little Early made to look very attractive and novel
Foster's
clean
a
offices
Wharf,
General
This is
ness.
nice,
livery
Risers are the best pills to use. Sold by
by putting the upper crust on in strips
No Boston, Mass.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
stock and excellent opening.
about an inch wide, and then crossing
Mrs. Short—'Our new reighbors are them, again making little square holes,
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
do instead of a solid crust. This is espeF. B. FOGG,
very shiftless." Mr. Shoit—"How
sauce pies.
South Paris. I
you know?" Mrs. Short—"Whenever I cially good for apple
3, 1903.
want to borrow anything' they never
PBUNE PIE.
Home Telephone Call, 103-5.
of large work have It."
1 have several
Andrew· House Stable Call, UN-13.
Stew half pound of prunes until very
These horses have
hone· for tale.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS A BOX soft Remove the stones, add sugar to
Black Stallion,
the winter is the value H. A. Tisdale, Summerton, taste and mash. Beat the whites of two
been worked
on DeWitt's Witch Hazel eggs stiff and add gradually the prune
hauling logs. Also two or three S. C., places
Salve. He says: "I had the piles for pulp. Line a plate with crust and parhorses
fresh
of
received,
just
pairs
twenty years. I tried many doctors and tially bake; when nearly done, fill with
horses.
medicines, but all failed except DeWitt's the prune and bake fifteen minutes.
also several good
Witch Hazel Salve. It curod me." It This is also very delicious with a mea
is a combination of the healing proper- ringue added, which is made with a welltie· of Witch Hazel with antiseptics and beaten white of one egg and a little
South Paris, Me.
By Dare Devil, record a =09.
emollients; relieves and permanently powdered sugar, spread on after the pie
back in the oven
dam of Lord March,
core· blind, bleeding, itchitfg and pro- is baked, and just put
Dam,
truding piles, sore·, cuts, bruises, ecze- ι moment until brown.—McCall's Maga2 :ι ι 1-3, and Point Dexter, a :ai 1-2.
ma, sut rheum and all skin diseases. sine.
W· Do all Kind· of....
Send for circular.
Sold bj* F. A. 8hurtleff à Co
are hinted away by
More
uiu—'—
Count 100 before speaking if you ar*
JOB PRINTING.
•
w· wwRVMi|
False friends than are openly destroyed
angry, and If th· other fello* is the bigl>y public qnemies.
Main·'
Atom* A Ma* Son» Farta. gest ooont 10,000.
South Paria,

CHANDLER,

Bârit*r* Id Earope·
The Good Old Times.
"A sure way to bi.ak yourself of the
It is a tradition with every people on
the face of the earth that the old times iabit of going t« a barber shop to get
The Germane thuved is to travel In Eurupe," said α
were better than the new.
have a familiar phrase, "In den guten man wlio line traveled. "1 remember
al ten zeiten," which has long done faith- that when I first went to Europe I
ful service for that nation, and there is
thought that ! would never be able to
scarcely a language that does not produce learn to shave myself and that I was
Old people often
an equivalent phrase.
so far as this was concerned.
tell younger ones how they have come helpless
into the world too late. We doubt not 1 didn't fiuish my trip through Europe
that many really deceive themselves in before I took up shaving, and now I
the thought that the times are not mend- shave myself all the time. The barber
ing and that we »re all hastening on to shops In Europe, except in England
some crash that will engulf the whole and a few of the larger cities, are the
mortal Babylon of wickedness and deca- worst of their kind In the world. There
dence.
are no modem conveniences and mighty
'n every Iand is careless and
little of a sanitary nature. The chairs
bright. The outlook is clear. Experience
barbers are
has not dulled the keen edge of little are uncomfortable, and the
pleasures. Indulgences which now give indifferent about how they shave you
us no delight leave happy memories that or what they do with you. They place
come to have more and more lustre as a big bowl in your lap, and when they
years wear on and we are confronted with have finished with you the supposition
the difficulties and anxieties of daily life. is that
you will wash your own face In
Rarely do we meet with men—certainly the bowl. There Is none of the little
there are few in middle age—who have
luxuries we have over here in the way
anything but fond memories of their boy- of
bay rum, witch hazel, hot towels,
hood and who would not jjive much of
the accumulated experience and fortune hot water, etc. The American barber
of later days if they could qall the spring- shops are the neatest and cleanest in

reputations

(who had just been told that the
coming again to-morrow,
viciously)—"O, bother the doctor! I
won't see him."
Motherly Sister—'"O,
but you must, it will be so good for you,
is nurse says he is coming to take your
Bertie

dootor is

temper.^

CURB A COLD IN ONE DAT
rake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
TO
All

druggists

Eaili to cure.
an each box.

refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
2&c.

the world, without
ington Star.

exception."—Wash-

TIRED OUT?

AS
GOOD

"I have received such treat benefit from
I want
the 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters that
that If
to tell about It. I am positive
the True
people would take more of
L, p.' for general debility and building
would be les»
up of the system there
You
sickness and fewer doctor s bills.
if you see fit."
may use this statement
Treasurer.
-James H. Burbank. Clfkar.d
Chesterville. Me.
Th·

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

_>"L. P." Relieve· eed Strengthen
end
Stomach, Bowel», Liver
Kidney·. The More "L.P.
Sickness
Lms
the

as

A
DAILY

while dressed inexpensively as far as his bodily garb is concerned, wears in nearly every instance
an elaborate Lead covering.
Some of these Mexicans own hats
that cost as much as the rest of their
wardrobe. The pride of the white man
in his panama is not to be compared to
that of the Mexican In his sombrero.
It is a racial characteristic which finds
its counterpart in the apron of the
Portuguese onion seller. Her occupation may be lowly, but her apron might
be that of a woman of higher degree
Plush edged with fur is not uncom-

Send your order and money to The Oxtord Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your nanio and address ou a postal card t«i Till; M'.W.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

1HO3-10O4.

bring

mon.—

Ever^liody's Magazine.

without malice.
The news of the world will be comprehensively
covered from day to day, and all the news of
Interest to Maine readers will be found In Its

columns.
The Argue devotes

particular

Huslness and Flnauilal

reporte being unrivalled for accuracy and
pleteness.
In

all Its various

com-

departments—Sports and

sample

copy.

SAY

THAT

flcCLURE'S
MAGAZINE
is the best

$1.00

a

published

at any

price.

Yet it is

only

Articles of intense

subjects

on

cents

10

a

copy,

year.
THERE ARK

IN EVERY NUMBER OF McCLURE'S

to

attention

Interests, Its shipping

you a free

THOUSANDS

State of
paper devoted to the Interests of the
Maine, ami especially of the First District. It
alms to covcr the local tlelil with painstaking

thoroughness ami Intelligence.
Politically It will continue to ailvocate the principles of JciTersonlan democracy with which It
has I ice η lilentllle'l fora hundred years, sincerely,
earnestly and courteously, without fear and

daily

Both Papers One Year lor im.

NEWS-

Daily and Weekly.

man,

almost n.
Carrie,

and

newspaper you may be kept in close touch
news of the world at a verv small
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRUWEEKL Y
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
time for a

Mexico'» Hot Pepper Seller·.
The hot pepper seller of Mexico is
a merchant who derives his livelihood
from the fact that the Mexican must
The Kastern Ar^us has started upon Its second
have Ills peppers, whatever else he may
as
century of faithful anil progressive service
his
to
are
himself.
brought
They
deny
the leading Democratic paper of Maine, fully
or
lie
Ite
door by tli»* countryman,
may go equipped to meet si) the requirements of
to the market place and find them large ami growing circulation.
First ami foremost the Argue I* a Maine newsspread out for sale on matting. The
market

newspaper for busy people

with all important

Argus PAPER.

Eastern

a

It is published on Monday·,
Wednesdays' and Fridays
and contains all the most important new» cf The Dailv
is
which
a
of
it» value
guarantee
Tribune,
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not

AS

True "L. F." Is · Sprlnf Syete·
Cleanaer end Tonic.

metropolitan

is a

daily
your Rural Free
Delivery
pod
brings it to your door three times every week

of

the

good

interest

Six

greatest

morous

short stories, hu-

storic·», stories of life

and action—and

national importance.

always good.

Pastimes, Women's Interests, Music and the
Tli·.· LIIU'h.
Drama, Man A bout Town, Social news and the
Two tbousanil years ago it was sup like, the Argus will be stronger than ever, while
miscellaneous reading In
posed that water lilies closed their in carefully selected
all departments of human Interest the Argus
flowers at niuiit and retreated far unwill be an Indispensable family paper.
McClure's will be more interesting, important and entertaining
der water, to emerge again at sunrise.
This was Pliny's view, and it was not
than ever.
year better than the last or it would not be
impeached until the English liotauist
McClure's."
John Itay, In 1(!SS, first doubted its
The Weekly Argus will keep up Its old time
for McClure's for HW4, ami «etthe Vwnilxr
veracity.
reputation as a family newspaper, covering the
CDPP Subscribe now
The great lily of Zanzibar, one of the news of the State and giving careful attention to
Γ
and Dei-ember numbers of 1908 free.
grandest of the lily family, opens its Its markets and ship news reports. Subscribers
Lexington Bldg., New Vnrk. Ν \.
The S. S. McCllkk Company,
flowers, ten inches wide, between II in to the Weekly Argua are entitled to the Saturday
^
of the Dally Argus. This practlcally
-x-v/,-Vk
the morning and 5 in the afternoon. edition

In 1904

"Every

WEEKLY ARGUS.

iV.t-Έ'

are of the richest royal blue,
golden stamens
with from l.'it to
In the center, and they remain open
four or five days.
It is it-»t generally known that there
are lilies that have nocturnal habitsnight bloomers as well as day bloom-

They

They are very punctual time-keep,
ers, too. opening and closing with commendable regrlnrity.

ers.

TU»· Mammoth Cave lint.
The cavern rat. found in the Mammoth cave of Kentucky, is of a soft,
bluish color, with white neck and feet.
It has enormous eyes, black as night,
but quite unprovided withan iris. Thes"
eyes are perfectly Insensible to light,
and when the experiment lus been
made of catching a cavern rat and
turning it loose in bright sunlight it
blunders al uit. striking itself against
everything, is unable to provid.· Itself
with food and linaily falls down and

dies. In its native depths, however,
it is able to lead a comfortable enough
existence, as its enormously long whiskers are so extremely sensitive that
they enable it to tind its way rapidly
through the darkness. The principal
food of the cavern rat consists of a
kind of lar;:e cricket of a pale yellow
color and. like most other cave dwellers, Itself perfectly blind.
Matrimonial l'rotnotl.:n.
The extent to which the lingo of the
navy Is used as slang In the families
of naval officers, particularly among
the women, is instanced by a little
story now going the rounds in Wash-

ington.

The youngest daughter of a prominent naval officer was entertaining a
friend who had called to congratulate
the eldest daughter, who lately had be
come engaged to a captain in the same
service as her father. The friend, remarking upon the engagement, sug
ge.-.ed that the youngest daughter
doubtless would miss her big sister,
whereupon the girl addressed quickly

replied:
"Oh, dear, yes! But just think of it—
I am advanced a number!"
Cain Fond of Olive».

"I have often wondered if nil cats
like olives," remarked a Gerinantown
woman who is very fond of the feline
tribe. "All mina do, and I have six.
Olives are usually an acquired taste
with the human race, but eats seem to
take to them naturally: at least mine
do. An olive will set any one of them
into paroxysms of joy. They will leave
milk or tish or any other article of food
for it. purring and rolling over it much

Weekly

makes the

semi-Weekly

a

the subscriber a large volume of
small amount of money.

and

news

gives

for

TX2RM8.
Dally Argus Is sent for 50 cents per month,
or (6.00 per year In advance, and $7 00 afcthe
end of the year, free of pustagu.
The
Weekly Argus, INCLUDING Til Κ
SATURDAY EDITION, Is ^nt at these rates
One copy, one year, free of postage, #1-50 In adClubs of
vance or ii.00 at the end of the year.
5, free of postage, $5.00 In advance.
The

Eastern Argus Pub. Co.,
9!)

Cxclinnge St.,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I Lave one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,
for $185.

One walnut case Poole piauo, almost
new, for $!tOO, worth $250.

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 8250, worth WOO.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Fall», 11 stops, that I will sell at a

great trade.

Kstcy organ

One second hand

Paris, almost new, for 855

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

J.

Wheeler,
BLOCK,

ΒΙΙΧτ»«β

Jlnlnr

3«nth l*url«.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Up=to=Date

Wîde=Awake
Farmer
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Farmer

news
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should

for a

XKKDs

Agricultural Weekly

family.

Paris, Me.,

hi.s

which

of others

and

methods

ar··

invaluable

an

family.

Tribune Farmer,
NEW-YORK CITY,

will post you every week

admirably supply

your wants,
for county news and prove a welcome
visitor in every household.
Regular Price, $1.50 per Year.

one

experience

advanced

The New-York

The Oxford Democrat,

Both of these papers

the

aid in securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
Hpccial matter for every member of

him in touch with the doinge
of his neighbors, t lie home markets,
and all items of interest to himself

will

the

improvements

keep

South

give hi m

in all

Weekly Newspaper

and

High-Class

A

to

Good Local

on

portant agricultural topics of tl

all im-

.lay,

··

and show you how to make money
from the farm.
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.

year for

with the money to

$ΐ·75

}'ou seiu' )our or,'er

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.
New-Υοκκ Tin hi

Send your name and address to The
City, for free sample copy.

nk

Kaumh:.

N>w·

York

Bad
Dreams
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One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for 84.1.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 805.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 8115, worth $1-10.
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Too often seemingly trirliug complaint* of children
put oil ua thing» of no coiittequence. Bvwy unnatural action
u eymptom of disorder and deaervlng of careful Inveatigation.
Worm* more tliun itiiytUliit; elae are the cauae of childhood sicknesM.
Attacking, ax they do, the atomach and bowel·, theetrect of
η
their presence is felt throughout the whole Hystern and made know
»· .»!>
by nervouauosa, peevishucfes, ditfturbed bleep, erratic ap|M.-ttle,
lassitude.
and
stomach
general
■

Dr. True9s Elixir

Is the aureat and safest worm remedy ever compounded—but it
than (hut. Ah a tonic and general corrective tt in unexcelled.
It toncH stoinai'h and bowela, eleanaes and enriches the
blood and send* renewed health tingling through the vein*.
K»r over M yearn the most popular home remedy. Hold
Write for free booklet on
at all druggiata, ·Ί·Γκ·.
"Children and Their Diaeaaes."
OR. J. F. TRUE A

u

CO., Auburn, Me.

Optician.

though it might have the intoxicating effect of catnip before they finally
as

I have often tried olives on
eat it.
other eats in the horses of friends .·ιηΊ
have found them equally appreciative,
only they prefer their «dives cut ui>
into pieces."—Philadelphia Keeord.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

«.ft

(iliiHMiiiitkltiK In Jitpnn,
The art of making glass was inlro
duced into Japan about 1."»«» years ago
by η Hollander, who settled at Osaka.
For several generations the knowledge
of the process was contined to a single
family, and it was not until about IS7Î»
We are in the market for any
that the employment of coal instead of
charcoal and the construction of brick
amount of Pine,
Fir, Popchlmueys enabled the manufacturers
to introduce improvements which placed
White Birch and all hard woods
lar,
the industry on a substantial basis.
Osaka has continued to be the center cut in long logs and 4 foot lengths.
of the industry and uow manufactures
will be
The
cash
for export besides supplying the home

WANTED !
Spruce,

highest

demand.

Queer Dream».

A professor of mathematics dreamed
that his son was under the radical
sign, and he could not get him out.
A Boston drawing teacher had a
similar experience. She had been study
Lng perspective one evening, nnd dur
ing the night her sister heard her groping about the room and openiug and
closing bureau drawers. "What are
fou hunting for, Mary?" inquired the
lister. "Oh, dear," moaned the somnambulist. "I can't find the vanishing

paid

price

for above delivered at

Kinney's

mill this

coming

J.

A.

winter.

The Mason Manukactuhing Co.

Home Raclnir.
In this world. If yon live long enough,
you will grow tired of everything—of
men and women, of yachts and dinners,
of politics nnd money making—but
when tlio fascination of the race horse
gets Into the blood it never leaves. It
Is the greatest sport and the poorest
business ever devised by man.—Pierre

Lorlllsrd.

The Romoc Man says :
There is no need of suffering from rheumatic pains.
r 1·
There is no need of living
a life of miser)'
and fear. I admit that
rheumatism is a
does it
dangerous foe; not only
cause the most excruciati ng
—t h e
painsbutas you welljcnow
minute the dreadful
acid,—
that is the cause of
1"

rheumatism—strikes
the heart the victim
dies. Just brace up
mentally and physically, follow my ad-

South Paris.

<*

L

vice,—take Romoc,

it is Nature's own
remedy; it counteracts
the poisons that cause
this dread disease, and
expels them from the
system. Romoc tones
up every organ of the
body. Romoc will
make you well.

point!"—Christian Register.

Hard on the Mlnlnter'· Wife.
A Scottish minister lately returned
home from a long holiday trip on which
he had been accompanied by his wife.
At a prayer meeting shortly afterward
an elder offered up thanks for the minister's safe return, but unfortunately
put his foot In it. "O Lord," he said,
"we thank thee for bringing our pastor
sa ft» home, and his dear wife, too. Ο
Lord, for thou preservest man and
bwist!"

BODY RACKING RHEUMATISM !

Free

Trial

"I
n»pp»r,">»y« Vf ra TTnrnn
Writ* foe M*k beak bjr
~**Si AUrCr
Roll·*· K»l lad K..od Ι1ι»ρκ' I·. "· At jounWWi. Ml
If tulloriiprru lia· Your JI05KY BiCllfno(.itUfio1M|
ROLLliS HKU. CO, ItO hii At·., H«u( itj, f.

FAHM FOB

8ALE.

Farm for sale In Fast Sumner. 176 acres good
land, wood lot containing 400 cords bard wood,
lome oak, ash, hemlock and pine. Cat* from 80
λ SO ton· good bay, haa apple·, peara and
slums. Located one mile from school, two miles
from churches, store, post office and railroad,
ind on telephone Une. Address,
W. H. DOWMS,

East Sumner, Me.

A* tar ROMOC LAXATIVE TABLCTf—fUW CUM PM MMTPATWN.

W» ha·· invettinnted Romoc. W/> know that alt that il taid bp the JTmnm mtm
jteriainina to ttfle wonderful remedy it true, and we will refund to mnweme IM
Mewtemher, Mem·* U
*atUfie4i "*** ·*·

j'ilÎ' "nttijjitidnfiOf

F. A. WmTLKFF *

CO., PhanaaciaU.
/

